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By BEN HERBST

I By STEVEN WEINBERG

Cotter Union 's Page Commons
Was fall of banquet tables on Monday
evening, but only half-full; of students
who . were sitting and enjoying a
thank-you dinner with entertainment
for donating $10 towards Katrina
relief. Tickets for the dinner were
handed out to the first 300 students
"who gave money. Of these 300, only
around 150 were able to attend, a ratio
mirroring the proportion of students
who gave to relief efforts overall.
The hurricane relief efforts, organized through the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement, had aimed to raise
$18,000 from the student body,
roughly ten dollars a student.
However, by this past Friday,the last
day Goldfarb was soliciting donations at tables at the dining halls and
at Cotter Union, they had raised only
around $8,000.
"We set a pretty ambitious goal
and didn't make it," co-Director of
the Goldfarb student advisory board
Claire Walsh '05 said. Walsh added
that she was "a little disappointed,"
there wasn't a greater show of student support. Citing the conclusions
of a Goldfarb student advisory board
tneeting to discuss the fundraising's
outcome, she attributed raising less
than half of the desired sum to the
difficulties surrounding throwing
together the relief efforts so quickly,
miscalculations in the number of students who would actually Jbe.on c&mt
pus to donate and the possibility that
some international students may not
have the same attachment to the
affected areas in the Gulf Coast and
therefore be less inclined to donate.
President William D. Adams, who
had agreed to match whatever sum
students would be able to raise, still
says his office will match the $8,000,
bringing that sum to $16,000. In an
email, Adams said he was "pleased
with the progress" of students and
stressed his hope that all students will
participate in relief in some way.
{ Jairus Steed '06 organized the
Katrina Relief dinner mentioned
above. He described it as "sort of a
thank-you and congratulations to the
people who stepped up first." Adams
addressed students there, also thanking them for their contributions. The
entertainment portion of the dinner
included musical and spoken word
performances by students arid faculty.
While the dinner did not raise any
money itself, and cost $1,050 to put
on, Steed explained that it was a way
for portions of the school community
who could not donate money to
Katrina charities because of tax
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The annual Johnson Pond Regatta -was held[ on Saturday,Sept. II' desp ite the chilly weather.

Studentseeks City Council
p osition in ncUiveWa
important issue in Beck s mind; he
acknowledges that it will be a cultural
EDITOR IN CHIEF
change for some, "but it's a change
that we have to do."
Beck also emphasized the benefits
Colby student and Waterville native
Henry Beck '09 will run for his position as City Councillor would
Waterville City Council this have in fostering the relationship
November; he is running, as the only between the College and Waterville.
Democratic candidate j n his . home "We. ;qan ^shoK -that . Colby - and
ward—Ward 2—but as of Echo press Waterville are p^artters. I'm not isolattime did not know of the possible ing myself either as a Waterville resiRepublican candidates running dent or as a Colby student." .
Beck said he made the final deciagainst him.
In a press release, Beck stressed the sion to run while hiking on his COOT
development of the city's economy as trip. "I talked to family and friends ,
his top priority. He noted that often and they were all very supportive and
people on the City Council are unwill- encouraged me to think about it."
ing to put their ideology aside, resultAlthough Colby students will not
have the chance to cast a vote for Beck
ing in good opportunities to be lost.
The school consolidation between because Colby does not sit in Ward 2,
Waterville and Winslow is another Beck said, "It's important that Colby
students get out to
vote, to protect
equal
Maine 's
rights law and
a
also . for
D e mo e r at i c
mayor."
While growing
up in Waterville,
Beck spent much
of his time working with politics.
With his father a
former Teamster
and his mother
working as a
lawyer, Beck was
¦¦¦.:,' ¦'
. -. - ¦¦¦¦¦¦ .
| "told at a young
rmw^mi: >•¦ •¦
I
PHOTO COURTESr OF HENRY BECK
age how imporHenry Beck '09 is seeking a City Council position.
tant it was to stay
By KATIE HAMM

He's very intei^
ested in the city;
he really cares a
lot about this
place. .v. ^l.;..,;^,„...
Ken Gagnon
State Senator and Associate .
Director for Telecommunication
Services

connected to our neighborhood." He
has worked on political campaigns in
recent years, including volunteering
for Democrats in 2000 and 2002.
B eck also spoke for John Edwards at
the Democratic Caucus in February
2C04. He is currently a project coordinator for a government relations firm
in Augusta.
Maine State Democratic Senator
and Colby's Associate Director for
Telecommunication Services Ken
Gagnon is excited about Beck's run
for City Council. "He's very interested in the city; he really cares a lot
about this place," Gagnon said. "He is
bright, he has political knowledge and
experience that's far beyond his years.
He's very impressive."
Beck does not have any definite
plans for a political career, "I plan to
do well here at Colby and on the
Council , but beyond that I haven't
made any decision," he said.

Oak Fell ow speak s about human rights in Zimbabw e
By CHELSEA EAKI1N
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Most members of the Colby community do not consider the access to
information they have here to be
either shocking or out of the ordinary.
For Dr. Frances Lovemorc, however,
it is both.
Lovemorc, the visiting Oak Fellow
for the 2005-06 academic year, was
born and raised in Zimbabw e, where
access to information is controlled by
the state and most students have never
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seen uncensored TV or radio. Students
in the United States have freedom of
speech and access to facilities, while
students in Zimbabwe do not.
The Oak Institute for the Study of
International Human Ri ghts at Colby,
established in 1998, brings to the
Colby campus each year a person who
is involved in on-thc-ground work in
human rights. The idea , as Director
Kenneth Rodman says, is "not to bring
to campus another scholar, but rather a
doer," The Oak Fellow organizes a
lecture series and other events, teaches, and is given time to reflect and

pursue independent research while on
campus.
Lovemore is the medical director of
Amani Trust, an important organization in Zimbabwe that documents
cases of torture and violence and provides rehabilitation services for victims of organized violence and
Torture. The Amani Trust was established in 1993 and provides valuable
services to victims in Zimbabwe,
treqting them both medically and psychologically. The Trust also conducts
research, trains nurses and documents
incidents.
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The Lovejoy Award
selection committee has
chosen Atlanta journalist Cynthia Tucker as the
2005 recipient of the
award. Tucker is the editorial page editor of the
Atlanta
JournalConstitution, a syndicated
columiiist
and
frequent television commentator.
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLBY COMMUNICATIONS
According
to Cynthia Tucker, 2005 Lovejoyrecipient.
Matthew Storin, chairman of the selection
committee, Tucker is "best known he was unable to attend the convofor her appearances over the years cation and discussion due to health
on the Lehrer News Hour" as part problems.
¦
Other honors for Tucker include
of a panel discussion. . •
The committee meets every year the 2000 American Society of
in April, this year at the offices of Newspaper Editors' Distinguished
the Chicago Tribune, to discuss Writing Award, and she was a
nominations for the award. finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for
"People on the committee, along commentary in 2004.
with occasionally a faculty memIn addition to Storin, retired ediber, make nominations. Sometimes tor of The Boston Globe and curnames come up in our discussions. rently an associate vice president at
Tucker was specifically nominated the University of Notre Dame, the
committee includes Rebecca
this year," said Storin.
"We try to recognize people who Corbett '74, Washington enterprise
have moved against the grain and editor of the New YorkTimes; Greg
withstood pressures to do other than Moore, managing editor of the
what they did, and apart from the Denver Post; Ann Marie Lipinski,
fact that she is a great writer, one vice president and editor of The
thing that particularly impressed us Chicago Tribune; Rena Pederson,
is that she as an African-American former editor at large of the Dallas
editor in a city with a significant Morning News' and currently direcAfrican-American population, and tor of communications at the
she took,on ithe., King isurnily. on a American .Collegev of Education;
particular i$sue," said Storin. Colby President William D.
Tucker has reported from across the Adams: and William R. Keenan
world, as well as from here in the Professor of Government L. Sandy
United States.
Maisel, director of Colby 's
On Oct. 16, Tucker will receive Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
the award and an honorary doctor and Civic Engagement.
of laws during a ceremony in
Elijah Parrish Lovejoy graduatLorimer Chapel. Earlier that day a ed from Colby in .1826 and was
panel
discussion
entitled killed defending his Alton, Illinois
"Protecting Sources and Shielding newspaper press from a pro-slavJournalists" will take place in ery mob in 1837. The award has
Lovejoy 100. Both events are open been presented to journalists who
to the public.
uphold his values and commitStuds Terkel was the 2004 ment to , courage in journalism
Lovejoy Award winner; however, since 1952.

Tragedy brings change to
campus safety and security
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

Following the tragic death of
Dawn Rossignol '04 in September
pf 2003, the College hired two separate consultation firms to find
what changes needed to be made to
campus security. One firm looked
at broad security topics, while the
other focused on li ghting on campus.
The consultants spent time on
campus meeting with faculty and
administrators, and looked at incident reports, security manuals and
safety statistics, Both made recommendations to the college on what
changes should be made. Also,
administrators consulted student
surveys to find their concerns.
According to the Director of
Security Fete Chenevert, the main
message from these advisors was
that the College should continue
the initiatives they had underway.
They made it clear that there was a
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While working for the organization ,
Lovemore has put her own life at risk
and has been arrested on multi ple
occasions, most recently in November
of 2003 for documenting a rape case.
While here on campus, Lovemorc
is working on a dissertation , researching and analyzing trainings in violence in Zimbabwe , She wants to
examine the question of why the international community is happy to feed
people in Zimbabwe but not to work
lo take out the reg ime ,
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lot that the College was doing
right.
The major initiati ves that security was in the process of implementing at the time of the incident
were adding blue-light call boxes
to additional areas on campus and
placing all buildings on the cardaccess system , instead of using
keys. Since that time, 25 new call
boxes have been added and outdoor keys have been basically
elirninated-only security has keys
in case of an emergency. The
Alfond Athletic Center is the last
major building to be put on the
card-access system, and security is
currently researching the best wny
to get the building, with its many
access points, online.
The most visible changes on
campus are increased li ghting on
walkways and parking lots, and the
deletion of entrances from
Washington Street to the Hillside
Continued on Page 2
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
'
• ¦ LETTERS '
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word.or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echoiffi.colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

EDITORIALS
The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Ecfo.
CONTACT US
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
1
p lease call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus,
For questions about advertising and business issues, pl ease call (207)872-3786, e-mai )
echoads%olbv.edu or fax (207^872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
207-872-3349
www.coIby.edu/echo

Wfclovemoreseeksto educateandinform
Continued FromPage 1
"Zimbabwe is plunging faster and
faster into economic chaos and ,I am
wondering what the eridpoint will
be," Lovemore said. During her time
here, Lovemore said she will have
more time to think about what that
endpoint will be.
"I am looking forward to having
the ability to have space to research
some of my work," says Lovemore.
"There is no administration, no politics, and no concerns about where to
find fuel or sugar...which may sound
weird in America."
On Monday night, Dr. Lovemore
gave the first lecture in a series of lectures sponsored by the Oak Institute
to take place this fall. Her talk,
"Zimbabwe-, The Traumatic Road to
Democracy," focused on Zimbabwe's
history and -struggle-with-violence
and torture.
Since the end of civil war-in 1980,
Robert Mugabe has been head of the
government in Zimbabwe. He is a
highly controversial leader, perceived
as a hero by many in Africa, and con-

coast, which serve as a buffer statement from one media source in
between inhabited areas and the Gulf which rescue workers driving to disCONTRIBUTING WRITER
Coast, are being eroded at an alarm- aster scenes said- it was like driving
into a third world country. In quesing rate by the Mississippi river.
. The Goldfarb Center for Public
Third to speak was Associate tioning the federal government's
Affairs and Civil held a panel discus- Professor of History Paul Josephsonr commitment to . saving lives, she
sion entitled "Catastrophic Katrina: He said that historically, engineers wanted to know why the Salvation
Lessons from the Past , and have believed in the philosophy of Army was able to respond to the criImplications for the Future" on Sept. mutating nature to suit the human sis by providing food supplies for dis14. The discussion brought together cause.As examples, he cited swamp placed people more efficiently and
four professors to discuss various draining to create farmland and estab- faster than the federal government.
aspects that aggravated die crisis, lishment of artificial levees to try and Gilkes alleged that the people who
such as public policy and planning, make the flood plains safe to inhabit. suffered are the same people that the
geography^ historical precedents and Josephson said that engineers Republicans have been disenfranchisracial and social conditions.
The discussion wasmoderated by the co-Director of
the Goldfarb Center and
Associate Professor of
Government Ariel Armony¦/
and featured : four professors, three from Colby and
one from Bowdojn.
First to speak was former
Director of New Orleans
City Planning and current
Professor, of Environmental
Studies at Bowdoin College
Christina Ford. Ford alluded to the fact that the residents of the city had
become accustomed to living provisionally due to the
city's vulnerability to natural catastrophes. She also
highlighted the fact that
New Orleans was a racially
and economically diverse
city and that diversity is a
¦
fundamental aspect of pub:
AUAM MUilAL/IHt t;ULU T ti;HU
and
Civic
Engagement
hosted a panel disThe
Goldfarb
Center
for
Public
Aff
airs
lic policy formulation. In
the wake of the raging cussion on the implications of Hurricane Katrina on Sept. 14.
debate as to whether New
¦
' ' "¦ ' ' ¦
"
Orleans should be rebuilt or ¦ ' • ¦ ' • - i¦ not, she strongly felt that the city was believed in two theories to contain ing. She said that policies that disena symbol of American' diversity .and river action: building levees and con- franchise the urban , poor are
co-existence and thus has to be recon- structing drains. He said that building systematically modeled to harm cerhigh levees encouraged people to tain races.
structed.
In closing remarks on how to
In an interesting scientific presen- move to the plains and made them
tation, Clare Booth Luce Assistant believe they had control over nature. rebuild New Orleans, Ford said that
Professor of Geology Jennifer Shosa Josephson's main concern was that she felt that the most important ideal
outlined major geological factors that residential properties should not be was to reconstruct the "jumble of
society" that New Orleans originally
render New Orleans vulnerable to built on flood plains.
The final panelist, John D. and was. She said that the poorest people
hurricane devastation. Shosa outlined
that due to geographical location, the Catherine T. MacArthur Professor of had lived in vulnerable areas, a policy
city is exposed to hurricanes originat- Sociology and African-American she felt must be avoided in the
ing from rainstorms on the west coast Studies Chery l Townsend Gilkes, rebuilding. Ford suggested land fill
of Africa. The low-lying topography employed a social and racial analysis and establishment .of canal strips as
of Louisiana and the generally flat of the catastrophe. She said that New pertinent issues in - reconstructing
terrain are the other important factors Orleans has long-standing trends of New Orleans. Howeyer, she acknowlthat, according to Shosa, cause New exclusiorr of underprtviiegedpopula- edged "the 'challenges of "trying to
Orleans's susceptibility to major hur- tions. She noted , with concern that rebuild a society that took 30O years
ricane destruction. She also discussed though New Orleans was racially to establish and admitted that it was
the tectonic factors that endanger the diverse, all forms of the media illus- going to require strong leadership
city in the event of a hurricane. Shosa trated the vast majority of affected skills from the Bush administration.
added that the wetlands along the people as being black. She quoted a

By TATENDAMAHLOKOZERA

KATE HAMM and STEVE WEINBERG
BEN HERBST, NEWS EDITOR

Paneldiscussion held on Katrina

sidered a cruel dictator by others.
Under Mugabe's rule people have
been pardoned for acts of rape and
violence, and violence is commonly
used by the government to intimidate.
Toward the end of her talk,
Lovemore commented on how
unusual it was for no pro-Mugabe
supporters to be present at the lecture
harassing her.
Lovernore's visit presents an opportunity to open a windowfor students to
learn about a topic that most have only
been exposed to briefly, or not at all.
The issue of organized violence and
torture is one that is not always
addressed in schools or in the media.
As the Amani Trust website states,
"Few people are aware of the enormous social consequences of torture,
of the ways in which the entire fabric
of society is destroyed when government sanctioned torture occurs."
The Oak Human Rights Lecture
Series will continue through the fall
semester and on Nov. 19 there will be
a full day symposium devoted to the
topic of Human Rights.

SECURITY: Changesmadeacrosscampus
Continued From Page I
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Dr.Frances Lovemore, the Oak Fellow,presentsher lecture on Sept. 19.
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parking lot.
Chenevert and Administrative Vice
President Doug Terp said th at all recommendations made to the college
have been carried out. However, one
recommendation that is beyond the
college's control, moving the street in
front of the athletic center behind the
playing fields, is currently being
researched by the Maine Department
of Transportation , according to Terp.
Other changes made in the wake of
the recommendations included hiring
an extra security officer and creating a
new assistant director of security
position.
Security officers are now consciously placing themselves in a much
more visible role than ever before.
"Part of the idea [before] was to not

have a [strong visual presence of
Terp.
security guards]," said
Chenevert agreed, saying that now
"we want officers visible." This
means that officers take a more
aggressive approach to patrolling and
more,officers are on duty. An added
component of the new visibility was
to change the security vehicles so that
they are distinguishable from . other
cars on campus.
The Security office continues to
offer an escort program for students
on campus. Chenevert , said that the
frequency of requests has increased
quite a bit, and about 10-15 rides or
escorts are provided per shift.
"We've done a lot ," said Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman ,
"and 1 hope people have increased
their consciousness level about safely."

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Nature :
Suspicious Person
Citation
Citation
Larceny
Citations (2)
Larceny
Citation
. Citations (3)
, Safety Violation
Medical Response
. Medical Response
Medical Response
Larceny
Citation
Trespass Warning
Citation
Citation
Citation

Date:
9/ 1 5/05
9/16/05
9/16/05
9/9/05
9/16/05
9/17/05
9/17/05
9/17/05
9/17/05
9/17/05
9/ 17/05
9/17/05
9/ 17/05
9/17/05
9/18/05
9/ 18/05
9/ 17/05
9/18/05

Time:
5:00 p.m.
12:00 a.m.
12:05 a.m.
M:.10 p,m.
6:30 p.m.
12:01 a .m.
2;()0 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
1:35 p.m.
1:33 p.m.
1:33 p.m.
1:50 a.m.
Il :28 p,m.
11:44 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
12:34 a.m.
IO:55 p.m.
12:30 «|,m.

Location:
Three Mile Loop
Dana Hull
Dana Hall
Coder Union
Perkins-Wilson Hall
Taylor Hall
Runnals R oad
Perkins-Wilson Hull
Campus Drive
Johnson Pond
Johnson Pond
Johnson Pond
Cotter Union
Outside Cotter Union
Cotter Union
Cotter Union
Foss Hall
Cotter Un ion

Disposition:
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Deans Office
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Health Center
Health Center
Health Center
Security
Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Deans' Office
Deans Office

Comments:
Possible same suspect as 05-3073
Possession of College property
Disorderly conduct/failure to comp ly
Wallet taken duri ng dunce
Cook-out on balcony
Small bookshol f taken
Open container
Possession of College property
Students riding in boat trailer
Injury
Injury
Injury
"
Keys taken from purse
Open container/failure to comply
Thomas student open container
Open container
Open container/failure to comply
Disorderly conduct/failure to comply

Dyingfo Kill lecture
discusses psychology
of suicide terrorism
By JULIA ALLEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dr. Mia Bloom, an assistant professor at the University of Cincinnati who
has appeared on PBS, C-SPAN, the Al
Franken show and on National Public
Radio, came to campus Sunday, Sept.
18 to present a lecture called "Dying to
KiII: The Allure of Suicide Terror."
The appearance, which attracted
around 50 people, was broiight to the
College by the Goldfarb Center for
Civic Affairs and Public Engagement
in conjunction with the Mid-Maine
Global Forum.
Goldfarb Center Associate Director
Kate O'Halloran helped to organize
this event in hopes of endorsing peaceful relationships internationally, ideals
promoted by the Mid-Maine Global
Forum.
Bloom discussed the use of.suicide
terrorism as opposed to other forms of
terrorism, the people who respond to
this terrorism, motivation behind it,
and counter-strategies. "We can't
change the minds of terrorists,"
B loom said. "Their own population
must do that."

ANGIE P0LANCO/THE COLBY ECHO

Lecturer Dr. Mia Bloom of the
University of Cincinnati.

Mm Dinner
thanksstudent-donors
Continued From Page I
issues surrounding Colby's non-profit status, to help out in a tangible way.
Though, to also help, out in a way
without a direct connection to hurricane relief. Because of Colby's nonprofit status, there are very strict rules
concerning how extensions of the
College can donate money to other
non-profit organizations.
Steed said that dining services,
which catered the event , charged
onl y $7 for a normally $14
dinlier/students and that some of the
workers there were even volunteering their time to wait tables. Dining
services also bought back al I of the
extra food not eaten at the dinner
because of small student showing.
Costs for the event were covered by
a host of Colby clubs, academic and
administrative departments and
Waterville businesses,
A separate faculty and staff
funclraising effort , also organized by
Gold farb, had raised $4,894 as of this
past Friday. Pinal numbers for that
drive will not be until the end of the
week, when it ends. The President' s
office has made no plans to match
these dollars .
Colby for Humanity, one of the
clubs that sponsored the Katrina
dinner , also organized a bake sale
last Wednesday. The goal of Ihi.s
sale was to raise money to go
towitrd s the Red Cross ' efforts in the
Gulf Coast region.
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Bloom quoted failed suicide terrorists and experts on the drive towards
suicide terrorism. She used the words
of First Chief of Staff of the Irish
Republican Army Sean MacStiofain to
convey the point that much of terrorism is geared toward the publicity
needed to make it effective. "Terrorists
are actors...[and]..^their activities are
performed as an operational drama
with the world as an audience,"
Macstiofain said.
Bloom also spoke about the objeclives of terrorism in general: to force a
government to change a policy, to
drive an imperialist power out of a
country or region , or to completely
destroy a government in interests of
making revolution.
She also spoke about the audiences
towards which terrorism is directed ,
and why they are affected more seriousl y by suicide killings than by other
forms of terrorism.
According to Bloom , suicide bombing kills six times as many people,
wounds 12 times as many people and
receives eight times the media coverage as other forms of terrorism.
"Suicide bombing is used in conjunction wilh oilier forms of terrorism ,
but it is more e ffective,'1 Bloom said.
"We hear much more about it than
other forms of terrorism , it gets much
more press,"
Bloom 's book , also titled "Dying to
Kill: The Allure of Suicide Terrorism"
was published in June and has shed
light on the motives of suicide
bombers in Iraq, as well as explaining
the appeal of these bombers, especially to (he next generation of terrorists.
Bloom answered questions after the
presentation , and ended Jier presentation responding, to.a question regarding a way to stop suicide terrorism.
Bloom said that if parents of suicide
bombers spoke out against the terrorism and admitted that their child had
done something wrong, it would be a
very powerful statement against suicide bombing.

Film brings issues of race relations to camp us discussion

Go-Ho gang goes Greeii
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

Despite the controversy last spring
over dialogue housing; the pilot dialogue house is up and runrung-^and
soon hopes to be up and running on
solar power. The Green House, in
Goddard-Hodgkins, welcomed- 30
inaugural residents to campus earlier
this month. The residents of the Green
House have signed on to live in the
environmentally-conscious house,
putting a great focus on energy conservation, as we|l as campus-wide
environmental education.
,.
The Green House is the brainchild
of Emilia Tjernstrom '06, who drafted
the proposal after ideas for such residences were solicited by President
William D.Adams. "I wanted to see if
it was possible to do at Colby; possible to get it passed, possible to get
people to sign up. It's the ability to
change the way you live, which you
don't always get a chance to do here,"
Tjernstrom said.
Dialogue housing was a loaded
word on campus last year. Many people felt that what made Colby unique
was the fact that there was no specialty housing and thus that the
dorms were full of all sorts of different people. Some, including the
Board of Trustees, worried that bringing together like-minded students
would turn a dorm into an ipso-facto
club* fiat, or clique. To prevent this
from happening, it's stipulated that
first-year students cannot live in the
Green House, nor can any student
live in the Green House for a period
longer than one year.
Tjernstrom said this worry was
unfounded, and said the dorm was

It s the ability
to change the
way you live,
which you
don't always
get a chance to
do here.
|;f

Emilia Tjemstnorn '06

Green House Resident

very diverse. "The Green House is. a
good example of non-visible diversity," she said.
President ^Catherine Boyce '08,
agreed, "We have a whole range of
people here...we have some who
were very environmentally-conscious, and some who I think came to
the dorm with no real idea of what it
¦would be like."
Both Tjernstrom and Boyce said
that they have been very pleased by
the residents' dedication to the project. She said that almost every resident comes to the hour-long meetings
on Sundays, and the dorm has a full
suggestion
box
each week.
"Everyone's talking, they're on committees," she said. Boyce mentioned
she had received emails from students
at other schools asking about the
house, and that she'd had first-year
students tell her they wanted to live in
the dorm in the future. "The excitement's rising, it's visible,"Boyce said.
"That's what 's most exciting for me
right now."
There's a lot to get excited about .
The dorm is in for some big changes
in the near future . "It's sort of hard [to
show non-residents] right now,
because there are no visible changes,"
said Tjernstrom. That's not going to
be the case for long. In the near future,
the group hopes to install light switches for the hallway lights, so they don't
have to be on all night, or else arrange
it so only a few lights are on. They
want to arrange to have buttons
installed in the showers so that people
can turn off the water when they soap
up or shave, and then turn it on again
when they are ready to wash. They
also want , to put a five-minute timer
on the bathroom lights, which will not
only save electricity but will also conshowers.
tribute
to
shorter
Clotheslines arc slated to go up in the
basement so that residents can air-dry
their clothing, and as it gets colder the
heat will be lower than in other dorms.
They have obtained permission to
deposit waste in the Physical Plant
Department's compost heap and have
arranged to install energy saving
vending machines, which will be partially motion-activated. "We debated
having [vending machines] taken
away completely, but we decided this

was one of those things we could push
into other dorms." Boyce said.
The vending machines highlight
what is becoming a big point of the
Green House: to serve as a testing
ground for environmentally-conscious
initiatives that can be adopted by other
dorms on campus. According to
Boyce, the administration is very
interested in what happens at the
Green House and has even suggested
some ideas the dorm might try. The
house is currently drafting a Capital
Project Proposal for money to install
solar panels for electricity and solar
water heating. Some of this money
will come from the state, which pays
25 percent of green initiatives like this
one. Other funding might come from
environmental grants for which the
house is applying on the suggestion of
Clara C. Piper Professor of
Environmental Studies Dave Firmage,
the faculty advisor who, along with
Oak Professor of Biological Sciences
Russ Cole, has . been an important
resource for the house. "Dave
Firmage worked all summer with PPD
to get as much done as possible,"
Boyce noted.
In order to measure the amount of
energy the Green House is using, a
meter is being installed in the dorm.
Hopefully, one will he installed in a
different Frat Row dorm as well, so the
group can compare their energy usage.
The dorm will be holding an open
house on Oct. 15, with a barbeque featuring local organic produce. They
hope to be able to show the Colby
community what they are about, and
what they hope to achieve, which goes
beyond environmental initiatives.
"A school's profile depends on who
comes here. A lot of people get here
and transfer because they are disappointed about dialogue only happening in class. This could change the
people who come to Colby, and who
stay at Colby," Tjernstrom said.

¦
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¦

ter growth after expenencing vari- the film simply showcased the ulti- campus.
ous discriminatory events, evi- mate despair and hopelessness in
However, discussion returned to
dence of pessimism and optimism remedying the discrimination and the fact that the best way to keep
The Sociology Department spon- in the film and the relevance of prejudice currently in- existence in focus on racial issues on campus is
sored viewings of the film "Crash" racial issues in New Orleans fol- the United States.
by having discussions such as the
D,
Sept.15 in Lovejoy 100. John and lowing Hurricane Katrina.
The discussion ended with talk of one following "Crash."
Catherine t.MacAithur Professor of
Students and faculty talked the film 's relation to multicultural
. »*aa.«^a««aatal>a.
Sociology and African-American about how each character repre- life on campus. In relation to the
»i.ia. . ' ; . ; ' . rak^aCaVaUWMMW " ' ' :
; . ";
. .;
Studies Cheryl Townsend Gilkes sented a different facet of race in opening line of the film, which said,
worked with Students Organized for the United States. For example, the "In LA, nobody touches you. We're
Black and Hispanic Unity, faculty police officer played by Ryan always behind this metal and glass. I
allies and Associate Dean of Phillippe embodied the well-inten- think we miss that touch so much,
Multicultural Affairs Sammie tioned, yet internally . prejudiced, that we crash into each other, just so
Robinson, to bring "Crash" to her white majority, while Ludacris' we can feel something," one student
S0252 class "Race, Ethnicity, and character Anthony, a black car thief said, "At this school, we crash into
who only stole from whites* had each other by not crashing into each
Society" and the entire cannrus.
: '- . . ' "When I saw the film, I decided I race relations on his mind more other." Essentially, students felt that
had to have it for my course/' Gilkes than any other character.
because the College is so predomisaid. "I was going to make sure I had
Overall, those involved in the dis- nantly white, issues of race are oiten
this film to show to my class, as well cussion were split on the message of brushed over. One student observed
as the rest of the school."
the film. Some believed that the film that Colby is similar to Phillipje's
"Crash," written and directed by was positive in that it spurred dis- character in that students are wellPaul Haggis and starring Sandra cussion and more communication intentioned, but with such a focus on
Bullock, Don Cheadle, Matt Dillon, on the subject of race between dif- being politically correct often forget
Ludacris, Jennifer Esposito and ferent ethnic groups. Others thought that racial issues do exist on this
Brendan Fraser, covers racial issues.
These issues range from discrimination in the Los Angeles Police
Department to hate crimes against
Muslims following September 11
and the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The various sketches
of white, black, Hispanic and Asian
people are intricately woven togeth^^"'
f R.is tor a n t e . 9 t af i a no
er to provide a portrait of relations
between ethnic groups in the present-day United States.
Following the earliest showing,
a discussion was held over dinner
with students and faculty members,
including
Associate
Professor of Russian Julie de
Sherbinin, Associate Professor of
East Asian Studies Kimberly
Besio, Associate Professor of
Hours:
Make sure to keep an eye out for our regular student specials
Biology Russell Johnson and
Mon........................ ;
...4:00p to 9:00p
¦
Associate Professor of American
._ ,, , '- .' ¦. - ,
Tue to Sat........................i::00a to 9:00p
. ' „ ..,„..„,
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Sunday Brunch Italiano....10:00a to 2:00p
Studies Margaret . McPadden.
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Come savor' . "the Flavors of Italy" in the
authentic regional Italian cuisine by Chef
¦¦ : " V' :-: - :" ¦ .'
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EDITORIAL
What isDaneCookworthtoyou?

Diversity at Colby: the administration's
failure to promote individual interaction
By MERLEE1SENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR

As we arrived back on campus in early September,and settled
into the college grind, it seemed like the sort of social consciousness often ascribed as absent to our generation was rearingits head
of messy unshampooed hair.
There was- a national tragedy: the : widespread effects of
Hurricane Katrina. Then there was a response: a nationwide effort
for aid and relief to the affected Gulf Coast areas. At Colby this
manifested itself first in disparate efforts by Colby students and
organizations, and eventually these efforts coalescing into a single,
ambitious and potentially enormous fundraising campaign led by
the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement.
Six days ago, this effort ended as less man a success. The campaign had hoped to raise $18,000 to then be matched by President
William D. Adams'office and sent to displaced New Orleans Teach
For America teachers operating makeshift schools in Houston. To
do this they hoped for a donation of $10 from each student.
Responding, students met them less than halfway.By the end of the
fundraising drive, fundraisers had collected $8,000, equaling
roughly 800 students who donated.
However, the fact that only around 800 students were able to
sacrifice the $10 suggested donation isn't what is keeping the Echo
staff scratching our heads Tuesday night while we lay out the paper.
We're scratching our heads when we see the roughly 800 students
willing to spend $10 for hurricane disaster relief juxtaposed against
the 1,100 students (at press time) willing to spend $15 to see comedian Dane Cook.
Now, we have nothing against having a fine time out on a Friday
night. But it is hard to ignore the figures and logistical realities surrpxinding students able to have $15 cash to hand to an SPB meriiber in Cotter Union, but not having, or not making sure to have, $1.<)
oh hand at Cotter or at any of the dining halls all last week.
At $15 apiece. Cook tickets sales have grossed. $16,500 from
Colby istudents alone. That is twice the amount raised by the
Goldfarb-student drive before Bro's match. It is not unreasonable
to speculate that by the time The Echo hits lunch tables today, Cook
ticket sales from students will exceed the target of $18,000 set by
Goldfarb.
At this time when so many Americans need assistance arid marjy
of us at Colby have a certain amount of disposable income-as .
shown by the Dane Cook ticket numbers-we must evaluate our priorities. There is still time to give to me hurricane relief efforts, if
not through the College then online through numerous organizations. Show that we are a socially conscious student body that
wants to rnake a difference, then go laugh.

The current trend in higher education is to promote diversity through
any means possible. In the famous
2O03 Michigan Law School Supreme
Court ruling, the court found that colleges could still use affirmative action
as a method of college admissions,
though not as an overriding principle
in deciding upon applicants. Although
there are problems with affirmance
action, notably that it does not account
for socioeconomic conditions, it
remains a legitimate method of diversifying a college campus.
Colby follows this trend in its
current attempt to raise the percentage of minorities from 10 percent to
20 percent, although this attempt
has been unsuccessful. President
Bro Adams continues to make
diversity a focal point of his presidency, as he most recently showed
in this year's State of the College
address.

Clearly some measure of diversity
is necessary at Colby. Everyone needs
to expand their horizons and learn
from students who come from different backgrounds. I came to Colby
believing that New York City was the
only important city in the world and
although I still joke that it is, a larger
part of me recognizes the opportunities and differences growing up in
other places represents. Although
determining a "perfect" percentage
of minority diversity remains practi-

different backgrounds? .
What, then is the best way to promote diversity at Colby and around
the country? In the end it comes down
to personal interactions between students of various upbringings. Colby
should continue to work to achieve
diversity among its student body, but
it should promote one-on-one discussion between students as well.
Some of the best dinners I had during my first year at Colby were with a
Mexican student from Southern
California. He taught me the way in
which he had lived his life, his background and most importantly his culture. In return, I talked to him about
being a Jewish boy from' New York,
something I had never tried to explain
to someone before and which was
actually quite complicated.
Colby's policy of promoting diversity is a good thing; I doubt niany people will deny that. However, Colby
currently fails to continue these discussions throughout the academic
year. All students receive "diversity
training" after COOT, but few take it
very . seriously. Administrative
attempts to diversify Colby will only
body are "Students of Color." After accomplish a fraction of what is nectalking to several current and for- essary. Students must take the imitamer students at Duke, one realizes tive to achieve the rest. Colby
that statistics alone cannot pro- should ,continue to promote diversity
vide an accurat e picture of in. its admissions—in order to prowh ether a college 's policies actu- vide students with the opportunity
ally work. Does it help a school if for interactions-—but students must
stu dents of the same ethnic back- be willing to engage those of differground often remain together, ent backgrounds on their own, a step
ratlier than seeking out those from many have yet to take.
cally impossible, everyone benefits
from being exposed to people of different ethnic, social, relig ious and
economic backgrounds.
However, the attempt to have a
diverse college does not mean everyone will interact with different groups
of students. Duke University is one
college that prides itself on its diversity and, according to their admissions
statistics, 31 percent of their student

Colby should
continue to work
to achieve divei^
sity among its
student body,
but it should
promote one on
one discussion
between students as well.

California 's battle to grant gay rights
all approval rating at 36 percent and Further, a clear majority favors
a majority of Californians saying in c ivil-union style benefits for domesCONTRIBUTING WRITER '
a recent poll that they will not send tic partnerships of same-sex couhirm back to Sacramento for a sec- ples—which are already provided for
As both a Westerner and a one- ond term, Schwarzenegger found in in California.
This more accepting view seems to
time Californian, I was simultane- this bill an easy way to consolidate
ously proud and pleasantly support among his conservative be prevailing in nascent stages
throughout the country and the world.
surprised by the news of progress Republican base.
earlier this month from the Golden
Nonetheless, the easy thing to do Over the summer, Connecticut's legislature and Republican governor
State on a topic that is so often
fraught with setbacks and disappassed into law civil unions for samepointments: the struggle for equalisex couples; several days ago, the
Massachusetts legislature rejected, by
ty of the gay and lesbian members
of our society.
a vast margin, a constitutional amendment
to ban gay marriage. Earlier this
On Sept. 7, California lawmakers
became the first in the nation to pass a
year, Canada and Spain legalized gay
marriage nationwide, joining the
bill allowing same-sex. marriage. The
Netherlands and Belgium. The
bill , which defines marriage as "a
supreme courts in New York, New
union between two persons," effecJersey and my own home state of
tively nullified a voter initiative
approved by Californians five years
Washington are hearing cases in
which gay and lesbian couples are
ago—Proposition 22—which restrictseeking marriage licenses, claiming
ed marriage to the union of a man and
woman.
the denial bf such a fundamental
bf
However, the celebration gay and
right deprives them of the equal
protection of the U.S. Constitution.
lesbian individuals, and those who support their, search for equal recognition
It is a necessary mission of our
generation to continue this progress,
by the government, would be short
lived. On Sept. 12, Governor Arnold is not always—nor often, especial- to lend our voices and actions to the
Schwarzenegger, citing Proposition 22 ly in politics—the ri ght thing. hope for equality under the law and
and a pending case in a state appellate Proposition 22, for instance , in society for the disenfranchised ,
court on the question of gay marriage, though passed in 2000 by the including gay and lesbian individuvetoed the bill. It didn 't come as much majority of Cali fornia voters , is als. Mahatma Gandhi once said,
of a surprise—less than 24 hours after now an outdated expression of "We must become the change we
the bill had passed, he had promised to their views. Current polls show wish to see in the world," and in no
do just that,
that Cfllifornians today are split realm of human existence is this
The reason? Both supporters and evenly on the question of whether admonition more true than that
opponents of the Governor agree gay and lesbian couples should which is in the search of justice.
politics are to blame. With his over- have equal marriage rights.
By SAM MORALES
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Further, a clear
majority favors
civil-union style
benefits for
domestic partnerships of
same-sex couples —which are
already provided
for in California.

Kit the Damn
RIGHT Key

I'M NEVER GOINGTORETIRE
ByCWBassett

I am having computer trouble. My
faithful American Indian companion,
Apple, has let me down in my computer at home. I went up to the computer lab on the top floor of Lovejoy
with instructions for an email dispatch, of this column. The people at
The Echo office say that it's not on
Steve Weinberg's e-mail. I am now at
a computer in The Echo office trying
to get my column to the people who
run the newspaper.
Why is it that I can't learn how to
operate these torturers? People who
look younger than my grandchildren
(one at 6 years, two at 3 3/4 years) can
do it. They sit there playing; with their
Superheroes and Barbies, while I am
wrestling with some phantom keyboard in London or Anchorage where
they live; When my cries grow too
disconcerting, one of them will come
over and push the % key. instantly the
bloody computer works. "• ¦
"HOW DID YOU KNOW WHAT
TO DO?" I scream. "It -was the
frarnis, Granddad. You have to hit the
% key so that the "save as" logo
comes up as the Bassett text."
"WHAT IF I HIT THE # KEY?"
"Well, I wouldn't do that." "WHY
N07?" "The keyboard will then
explode and ruin your dental bridge."
Seeing that the dental bridge cost

"BOT THE KEYBOARD ON THE
TELEPHONE
WILL EXPLODE
AND RUIN MY
DENTAL
BRIDGE!"
more than the computer, I make it a
habit to try not to strike the # key,
though it's damned useful on my telephone. But Apple and my grandchildren humor me on the difference
between the telephone, which talks
and won't let me make caJIs to cell
phone numbers, and the silent computer. "THAT'S THE NUMBER HE
GAVE ME!" I shout into the receiver.
"'I am a recording," says the telephone. "Actual people will talk to you
only if you send money to AT&T." So
I pay the lousy fee, and I get some
Hungarian (to which AT&T has outsourced these duties). We struggle to
understand each other, but finally I
think he has figured out the solution
to my telephone problem: "Have you
hit the framis key, sir"?" "AND
YOU'RE GOING TO TELL ME
THAT THE FRAMIS KEY IS THE //
KEY, AREN'T YOU?" "Yes, sir," he
says in his lyrical Hungarian accent.
"BUT THE KEYBOARD ON
THE
TELEPHONE
WILL
Continued on Page5

Students on the Street
Which f acultymember would you nominate to be the next Supreme Court Justice, and why?

"Profegsor Reid, because he is the mjii, he is 'iPr^fessorMclntyr-i. He vypuld, make the Pwrt' '
, ro WftfhttpIaceto b *^"'
the man."
.,
'8
—JonathanArthurAmpdel '08 4 ^m\fy ParkerQ
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"Ar|«l Armony. He likes to use contemporary films to help students understand concepts and I think the'Supreme Court could
"',
definitely benefit from seeing, ,V'^u M^^mo ^^)UllWell.,"
'
,,
.
— Chris Shelly '08 ' ;

'Marilyn Pukkila, Because contemporary
WUfcaj i priestesses are underpreaented , in
modern government ,"
•• ' "

-Thomas Hutse '07

True talcs of terror anil t ruth fro m Colby Security by stevenwaiiberg
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Cloak and dagger? Try
cloak and sniper rifle

i

don't want them going to war. Even if
you don't personally know a soldier,
doesn't it seem logical to spare solThere is no delicate or particularly diers pn both sides of a war with a sinwitty way to introduce this topic, so gle bullet (or poison, or a knife, etc.) if
here we go: assassination*? Under the that's an option?
'Or when diplomacy fails to solve
right circumstances, I'm all for it.
I'm not in favor of inviting the the problems associated with one or a
CIA to whack Jacques Chirac, or of few reprehensible individuals, and
the SPETSNAZ giving George force becomes necessary, is it really
Dubya something to think about, preferable to kill soldiers just followmuch as some people would ing Orders (and risk bur own fighters)?
approve either or both.
And dorVt forget potential civilian
I do think assassination should be casualties, property that would be
considered a valid war opti on, damaged; tax dollars that pay for gear,
assuming the target is indeed a major machines and provisions that will be
threat to lives or human rights. It is damaged, destroyed or depleted. Does
often mentioned in informal descrip- that really make sense to you? So, it's
tions of what Special Operations acceptable to kill young recruits —
do—and
who have enlisted
might
only to feed their
sometimes must,
families—in open
as when in 1993,
battle, but heaven
Delta Force helped
forbid we stealthily
hunt and assassikill
the guy who
nate Colombian
deserves it!
drug lord Pablo
Consider this: if
Escobar. But Delta
Saddam Hussein had
doesn 't officially
been killed while
exist. Why do we
fleeing
Allied solhide from assassidiers and shooting at
nations
and
them, few would
denounce the prachave complained.
tice at the public
But if he'd been garlevel? Our politiroted in his bed, that
cal history is littered with such killings, but we ve would have somehow been worse?
seen governmental hypocrisy in Right... look, dead is dead, no matter
most everything, no matter who 's how you mince words.
Okay, assassinations tend to have
in charge. Why is assassination
any different?
a nasty ripple effect that sees other
To my knowledge, the two wartime people assassinated as welL But if
tactics generally considered most rep- an assassination policy is accepted,
rehensible are A) assassination, and >_ and assassinations are planned with
B) deploying weapons of mass the full support of a. competent
destruction. Which would you really administration, contingency meaprefer employed? Well, you might be sures can be put into place to mainthinking, not exactly the best compar- tain and/or restore order post-kill.
ison —¦ but it's a start. I think we can I'll concede that even so, we might
all agree that one "evil" dead person is not be able to spare many thousands
significantly better than several thou- of lives, but it's possible. Or if we
sand maybe "evil," maybe "good," can't, but we can spare one thouprobably somewhere in-between (like sand, or a hundred or even just a
dozen, I daresay it's worth it. Yes,
most of us) dead people.
Speaking more personally, many of even one life IS precious — but
us have military family or friends, and some are more precious than others.
By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I do think assassination should
be considered a
valid war option,
assuming the
target is indeed
a threat to lives
or human rights.

J U « 6 b UH by Hootie Giangreco

A senator who worked for everyone
By CHRIS APPEL
.STAFF WRITER

I

NOTE: THE OPINIONS E
P XPBESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP WE THOSE OF THE APRTIST AND ARE NOf NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO.
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Maine life is relaxed . . .
By JAMES TANG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Recently starting my third year at
Colby, 1 have grown comfortable and
feel at home in Maine during the
school year. Returning from summer
vacation spent in my hometown of
New York City, both the subtle and
p striking
differences
between
Manhattan and central Maine stand
out in almost every facet of life, interpersonal relations, and one's general
outlook upon the world.
Of course, I can only discuss my
own opinions and observations: far
be it for me to critique and compare
my home with an area to which I have
had only limited exposure . I clearly
see distinctions in lifestyles and the
behavior of the people I encounter
outside of the Colby bubble ,
Moreover, the relnxed atmosphere
here fosters a distinct outlook upon
life that greatly affects daily goingson. From my observations, 1 have
also developed my own thoughts
about the differences between life in a
"New York minute" and life in
"Vacation land."
The lifestyle differences between
central Maine and Manhattan could
not be more stark. The very pace of
life in Maine (often appreciativel y)
remains slower and more relaxed than
the rat race of NYC's midtown and
Upper East Side. The days seem
longer and more drawn out at Colby,
while 1 often find myself wondering
where my day (or week) has disappeared to in the bustle of home. I feel
like 1 have more time to think and
breathe in Waterville. In New York, I
often feel more efficient, but am constantly on the go without any space
for reflection: hailing cobs, racing to
work, catching subways or keeping

my wits about me on the city sidewalks. Moreover, the New York way
of life remains very business-like,
aggressive (though NOT rude) and
prompt. In vacationland, the feeling
often resembles a lackadaisical optimism. Let me, however, stress that
Mainers are anything but apathetic
and inefficient . The winters here
prove quite the opposite.
I have also observed differences in
people's behavior in both locales.
Individuals around this area often act
very relaxed, as if there are optional
speeds to daily life. People take life
at their own pace. 1 have noticed
that folks walk more slowly down
the street than in New York. They
take the time to engage in conversation over a mere acquaintance , and
lack the rush felt by many New
Yorkers. Of course, I note that
MOST Americans walk and talk
more slowly than the average
Manhattanite.
On New York's
streets, individuals move at a fast
pace, and take a pragmatic approach
to their encounters with others.
However, despite the stereotype ,
New Yorkers are not unfriendly:
they merely budget their time in
their conversations.
All in all , the differences between
school and New York City offer a
nice balance of pace and a good
exposure to very diverse existences
within the confines of , the
northeastern United States. While I
remain a proud New Yorker, through
and through , 1 deeply appreciate and
admire the Maine outlook upon life
and the manner in winch Mainers
often conduct .themselves in their
daily living. I guess the most important lesson I have taken from my
observations is that people remain
people despite differences in location despite their dissimilarities.

'

. . . and everyone is polite.
By NOOR QARAGHOLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When I first decided on Colby, my
friends warned me about Maine and
the gruff, beer-guzzling, axe-toting
mountain men that were sure to surround me. My family cautioned that
people may not be quite as friendly as
in Virginia, and that I should not
worry if I did not receive an instantaneous warm and welcoming greeting
from everyone I encountered. I knew
that the stereotype of the rough, impolite and cold Northerner was exactly
that— a stereotype, but I was still nervous to leave behind the culture to
which I was born and bred and set foot
in a whole new terrain.
Althoug h I have only been in
Maine for a few weeks, and Colby is
isolated from the rest of the
Waterville, there are several small differences I have already noticed
between Mainers and Virginians.
Foremost is Mainers' fanatic obsession with New England sports teams ,
and their very inferior grits and cornbread . These small issues aside, the
most prevalent thought on my mind
has been whether theie is ony truth to
the stereotype of people being more
open in the South ,
To my family's delight, the first
Mainer we encountered immediately
called out a greeting from behind the
counter at the gas station. She spoke
to us at length about the rainy weather
that wo were currently experiencing
and showed us pictures of her grandson. Still happy from our first meeting
with a Maine native, we arrived tit
Colby to a plethora of eager and helpful students who assisted me with my
bags and answered the questions my
family and I had. The waitress, during
dinner at Applebee's, was smiling and

i

agreeable as well. She only laughed
when my mother pulled a bottle of hot
sauce out of her purse.
Although people are just as friendly here as they are in Virginia, the easy
and comfortable social graces I grew
up with are missing. My first day here,
I waved goodbye to my parents, and
headed back to my dorm. A little nervous and a lot overwhelmed, I walked
a few steps behind a boy going in
through the same door. I failed to
notice the door shutting rapidly
behind the boy, and slammed into it,
to the good-natured amusement of the
surrounding
upperclassmen.
^
Unconsciously, I had expected the boy
to hold the door open for me. It is a
simple gesture, and one that I had
taken for granted before.
There is also the matter of addressing ciders. I grew up saying "yessir"
and "no, ma'am" to all adults , from
my parents to strangers on the street.
During my very first class at Colby, a
professor introduced himself by his
last name and mentioned that he disliked students calling him "sir." I have
spoken to this professor several times
since then, and each time I struggle
with myself to leave off what I consider the respectful ending. Finally
when receiving a package at Eustis,
my roommate was highly amused to
hear me thanking the gentleman at the
desk with a "thank you, sir," and
laughingly mocked me all the way
back to our dorm.
Although the people I have
encountered here have happily contradicted the stereotype of the rude
and unfriendly Northerner, social
differences between Virginia and
Maine are existent. I am still going
through a period of adjustment , but
I am proud to say that I have only
walked into a door two more times
since my first day,

As all of the students who look at
posters on-campus know, former
Maine Senator George Mitchell will
be speaking here at Colby on
Thursday night. A Waterville native,
Mitchell has lived an extraordinary
public life. He served as a federal
judge before being appointed to represent Maine in the Senate in 1980.
After being re-elected twice, and
serving as Senate Majority Leader
for six years, Mitchell left the Senate
after Democrats lost majority power
in 1994. Nevertheless, Mitchell' s
effect has since been felt across the
globe.
He was the integral figure in the
peace process between the British
and Irish governments,, represented
by the Good Friday agreement,
Additionall y, in 20O0, Senator
Mitchell chaired a commission to
examine violence in the Middle East;
its findings (referred to as "The
Mitchell Report") were widely lauded and still influence American foreign policy in the region. His
leadership skills arc so respected that
he was named the Chairman of
Disney 's Board last year, even
though he had hitherto never worked
in corporate America.
What makes Mitchell so successful
and distinguished is unfortunately
what many of our currents public servants lack: the ability to work through
problems and bridge the partisan gaps
that are currently crippling America's
political institutions. While Mitchell ,
like all politicians, wanted to win his
battles, he understood that to be successful it 's better for himself, his party
and the nation , for Democrats and
Republicans , liberal and conservatives alike, to move past the partisan
rhetoric and simply make good policy.
His examp le stands in sharp contrast to the current political env i ronment. For example, in thej-louse,
the respective party leaders,
Srlcaker Dennis Hastert and
Democratic Leuder Nancy Pelosi,
rarely, if ever, speak to one another.
Mitchell was universally respected
in Washington* It was a running joke
that everyone, even Republicans,

trusted George Mitchell— a feat in a
city notoriously known for its suspiciousness towards powerful figures.
A great example of Mitchell's personal ethos occurred in 1994 when
President Clinton planned to nominate
him to the Supreme Court. The
Senator responded that he ^vas flattered but he felt that passing comprehensive health-care reform and
fixing a system that leaves over 40
million Americans without health
insurance was more important for
,
the nation.
Mitchell's achievements are even
more impressive -when one considers
the how much he overcame to get
where he is. Growing up in poverty,
he was forced to work his way
through Bowdoin and Georgetown
Law School. Rising from his humble
roots, M itchell will be remembered as
one of the most outstanding and influential political leaders of the late 20th
century. That 's quite an accomplishment for someone whose childhood
goal was to be mayor of Waterville,
ME.

I'M NEVERmen

WIRE Crazy
computers and keys
Continued From Page 4

EXPLODE AND RUIN MY DENTAL BRIDGEI" I scream. "1 haven 't
heard of that happening in two
days, sir. The chances are very good
that you will get your party without
a dental implosion " (How do
Hungarians know what an implosion is? Probably because they deal
with disintegrating forei gn telephones all the time. Domestic
phones ore rare in Hungary).
I han g up and go off to drink several beers. I've learned how to
uncork my Old Peculiar without
using the it key. And I hppe you 've
learned your lesson. The frninis
key—the good key—is %.

this week
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23

• International Coffee Hour
. 4:30 -6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
1 • Hypnotist
i , 7:30 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page
. Commons Room
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24

• Cafe Colby
6:30 p.m.
' Cotter Union/131 Page
Commons Room
• Music at Colby Series: An
Evening of Bach
;
7:30 p.m.
Bixler/178 Given Auditorium
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25

•

Popular Indian Movies:
"Waqt" (1965)
l p.rn.
Anthony
main lounge
j
• Asian Cultural Society "The Moon Festival"
1
6 p.m.
Cotter Union/151 Pugh
MONDAY, SEPT. 26

• Piri Thomas
6:30 p.m.
Cotter Union/151 Pugh
j
• A Midwife's Tale
7:30 p.m.
Miller Library 008

The promisin greturnp erf ormanceof the Roots of Ovation
soon and coming back to play more Coffeehouse concert series. Brett of persuasions, the most effective
Wilson's degenerate lyrics were ban- being rock. Their most catchy son^H
Colby events later on this year.
STAFF WRITER
Though sporadically attended, I daged well by his occasionally more were"marked with an almost poppy
must say this performance suited autonomous guitar experimentation, a accessibility that harkened back to
Roots of Creation, the southern New R.O.C. much better. The band's vibe new development since February. Tal Dispatch or O.A.R..
/
Reggae remains not their strong
Hampshire reggae/funk/rock quintet, fit this venue more appropriately and Pearson on keys, Mike Chadinha oh
returned to Colby last Friday night with made a suitable grand opening for the drums and Ian Stitch on bass dipped suit . of these Sublime-influenced
a chip on their shoulders. A chip there Student Programming Board's into rhythmic sounds from a handful New Englanders. They seem to lack
mostly because of the less than flattering review I wrote them last year on
their performance in Page Commons,
they came to the Coffeehouse looking
for me before the show, but I was fortunate enough to go unidentified, and
assumed the name "Rob" whenever
questioned. I was willing to wipe the
slate clean and examine the creative
growth of these Roots of Creation,
regardless of any ragging I may have
done on them last year..
They had a tough act to follow in
the student band Naftali Ayari, ¦which
impressed a packed Coffeehouse full
of their peers with their interpretations
of songs from Cream , Phish and
Hendrix. With Matt Caplan '08 on
drums and lead vocals, Peter Matson
'09 on bass, Avi David '08 and Jake
Qbstfeld '08 on guitar, they showed a
charming level of chemistry—especially for a band whose latest member
was added only weeks ago. The band
seems to be thriving with their new
line-up. Caplan only recently moved
to his preferred instrument with the
addition of Matson, a first year.INaftali
Avari had a handful of original pieces
¦ ' ¦• '"
¦' ' " '• _
¦ ¦ ¦ ' R0OTS0FCBEATION.COM
•.
. .
before rearranging their instruments,
.
Veteran
concert
reviewer
John
Debruicker
gives
the
Roots
of
Creation
another
shot
at
success.
and they plan on writing new material
By JOHN DEBRUIGKER

CD R eview
DeathCab f or Cutie "Plans "

Clive Cussler 's "Polar Shift is far from polar cool
the climax felt rushed.
I think I would' ve enjoyed this
more if I'd read the other Kurt
Austin Adventures. They 're all
According to Publishers Weekly, more or less stand-alone, but six
"Kidnappings, '¦ ; hair 's-breadth books into the series it . helps to
escapes, fierce battles, strange sci- have some sort of attachment to the
ence, beautiful women and plenty characters, :since references to past
of action add up to vintage exploits are inevitable. As things
Cussler." This particular book's stand, I found one supporting charjacket says that it is, indeed , just acter—a haunted ex-assassin , a
that. Well , "vintage " can mean relic of World War .
either "excellent" or "old and out- II—more interestmoded." I consider Polar Shift, the ing than our ostenlatest "Kurt Austin Adventure " sible
heroes.
from Clive Cussler and Paul That's
part ly
because he, at
Kemprecos, to be the latter.
has
an
I'd give you the p lot in a nutshell least,
but it's a bit too complicated for excuse to be deadthat: for starters , we have an ly. Austin 's crew
improbable superweapon utilizing of engineers and
giant electromagnets to reverse oceanograp hers
Earth's magnetic poles. This means also happen to be
many things, but all you need to crack shots. Um...
know is that it will , naturall y, end why? Maybe this
life as we know it. Kurt Austin and is answered in prefellow scientists of the National vious books , but
Underwater and Marine Agency some reference to
must stop those who would use it. this aspect of their
Their only hope may be Karla b a c k g r o u n d s
Janos, a gorgeous (of course) scien- would have been
tist and granddaughter of the man nice. For our vilwho theorized the effects of the lains, we have boraforementioned superweapon. But derline
insane
she 's in Siberia doing research on neo-anarchists and
wooly mammoths. Yes, mammoths corporate giants working together ,
and magnets are completel y unre- both of course overconfident near
lated. The former makes for an the point of stupidity. Interesting
undeniably interesting sub plot , but villains are good; however, insane
transitions between the two are and inept doesn 't always mean
somewhat jarring. Worse, the solu- interesting.
tion to the big problem seems
My bi ggest gri pe is that "Polar
awfully contrived , coming from out Shift" just isn 't well-written. The
of nowhere at the last moment , and dialogue , in particular , mostly
BY KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

How many times do.We have to
go through this? Long-time indie
"rock veterans break through with
excellent and accessible album and
sign to major label. It seems like
I'm writing about this nearly every
week, which means that I'm either
not very good at discovering new
bands, or that I' m getting old along
with all my favorite bands.
So here it is, after five proper
full-lengths and multi ple EP' s and
compilations , the major-label
debut for Death Cab for Cutie on
Atlantic Records, entitled "Plans."
What does this mean for the
Washington State-based quartet?
Most likely, a large majority of
their longer-tenured fans will be

"Nice" is an appropriate word for
Death Cab. I can
play this in the
van with my parents and they
won't be offended.
¦

.— t

turned off by the major merger,
while the crowd that knows them
solely from the O.C. will buy more
albums. Critical acclaim? Alway s
touchy when an indie band goes
major. What happens if Modest
Mouse 's "The
Moon
and
Antarctica " or "Good News for
People Who Love Bad News" Hop
commercially or worse yet , j ust
plain suck? Well , then , it proves
the indic-clitist skeptics right , in a
way. Fortunatel y for that hand ,
everything has worked out well ,
and the same appears to be in the
cards for Ben Gibbard and co.
The band' s last album , 2003's
__
„_ ..
.
.
Barsuk
released
,
"Transatlanticism " was a stellar ,
but not groundbreaking, album ot
hopelessly romantic pop, but
what really blazed the trull for
Death Cab' s move to Atlantic was
the success of Qibbard' s side proPostal
Service.
jec t, the
Following the commercial and
critical acceptance of their album
"Give Up," Death Cab hit it big.
So what about the new album?
Will if live up to the hype, or just
feed the O.C. drones?

Plans
Death Cab for Cutie

Let's get two things straight: 1.)
"Plans" is not better than
"Transatlanticism," 2.)"Plans" does
not deviate from any other Death
Cab album in any way. But "Plans"
is still a very fine album. "N ice" is
an appropriate word for Death Cab.
1 can play this in the van with my
parents and they won't be offended.
We see the same type of songwriting as ,we have in the past
from Gibbard , who has one of the
nicest , purest voices' yon can
imagine. He sings about longing,
love arid failure. There 's an old
say ing that goes, "tis better to
have loved and lost than never to
have loved at all" ; for Gibbard
this phrase mi ght go: "tis better to
have loved and lost because then
you can write great lyrics," Sec
"Someday You Will Be Loved,"
where in the first verse he croons,
"I once knew a girl in the years of
my youth/ With eyes like summer:
all beauty and truth/But in the
morning I lied, left a note and it
read:/Someday you will be
loved ." Oh , Ben! Such a romantic
dwells in you. This is standard
fare from Death Cab, supported
by unobtrusive arrangements of
guitar , piano bass and drums.
Generally there 's nothing edgy
or grating, just beautiful and occasionally atmospheric pop to go
with the sublimity of Gibbard 's
voice . Attribute this to the production of guitarist Chris Walla , who,
though not adventurous , works
wizardry behind the switchboard .
The finest tracks on the al bum are
the primaril y acoustic "I Will
Follow You Into the Dark ," and the
nearly epic, piano-driven hospital
ballad "What Sarah Said," While
these stand a cut Above the rest, no
song here could be called filler.
"Plans " could have been » big disappointment, but by not straying
far from the appointed path , Death
Cub has created yet another in a
long line of very fine albums.

an authenticity, and often Wilson s
voice can be difficult to take seriousr
ly. All things considered , the
Coffeehouse is used to better crowds ,
and empty floor space can never help
a performance. In their cover of
~
"Summertime," I thought I could
hear Wilson ad-libbing: "All the people in the dance won 't agree that
we're well qualified to represent
Colby." Whereas last semester they
got a better turnout than they
deserved, this year they deserved a
better turnout than they got.
The band does show promise.
From behind a merchandise table
covered in CD's, stickers, handouts
and marijuana p ipes, their road
manager told me they would be
huge one day. They had to cut their
show short to drive all night to the
fifth annual Wormtown Music
Festival, a three day nonstop show
in Greenfield, MA, at which they
were booked to go on at 4:30 a.m.
Having torn them down before, I
now feel personally invested in
them. One must remember that I
review concerts, not music. Despite
their lack of sophistication , this
band may one day be a great live
show. "They try to stay away from
the label of 'jam band ,'" the manager said. As the band keeps evolving,
I would not be surprised to see them
end up as a rock band with a reggae
and funk background. Perhaps what
we saw last Friday and last February
truly are roots of creation.

alternates between bad jokes and
LONG exposition. The majority of
the story is, in fact, pushed along
by dialogue. Even when dialogue
isntxrleesy or boring , it 's still sub
par and often redundant. "We'll
only have one chance to go for it,"
says one character. Immediately,
another replies , ^'Our weight may
change the dynamics, and there
will only be one chance to go for
it." No , the first
character does not
respond: "I just
said that ." I don 't
particularly care
for the awkwardness of abrupt
POV shifts without
page breaks or
even
paragrap h
changes , either.
Other, minor quibbles: too many
POV
characters
without any particular depth , inconsistent verb tense
(some books make
these two things
w o r k — "Pol ar
Shift " doesn 't) and
too many halfpointless allusions
including an inaccurate reference to "Vulcan as lord
of the underworld when he is god
of fire and forge.
I suppose I can 't quite cal l this
book bad. After all , when you 've
written 26 novels, many of them
best sellers, one made into a bigbudget movie , you 're probabl y
doing something right. May be

I guess I can't
quite call this
book bad. After
all, when you've
written twentysix novels, many
of them best
sellers, one
made into a bigbudget movie,
you're probably
doing something
right
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many will indeed find Cussler 's
mix of Indy Jones action with 007
plotting and dialogue to be classic,
but I personally find it outdated.
You might even cal 1 it vintage.

Here's What's Playing Fri. Sept
23 through Thurs. Sept 29
GRIZZLY MAN
R Nightly at 4:55, 7:10 and
9:20; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 12;25 and 2:40
THE CONSTANT
GARDENER
R Nightly at 4:30, 7:00 and
9:25; also matinees Sat. and
. ... Sun. at 2:00
JUNEBUG
R Nightly at 5:05 and 8:55
EXCEPT no 8:55 show on
Wed.; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 1:00
MARCH OF THE
PENGUINS
G Ni ghtly at 7:20 EXCEPT no
show on Wed.; also, matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 3:15
CLEOPHAS AND HIS OWN
Unrated Wed. only at 7:15
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Dane Cook: notjusta
t
good-looking, overgrown f r a boy
By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

It's been almost a year since Ben
Folds blessed the Colby campus with
his musical talent. Although there will
be no such Fall Concert this year, the
Student Programming Board is
thrilled to announce that the widelyacclaimed comedian Dane. Cook will
be strutting into the Wadsworth gymnasium on October 14th.
SPB Concert and Live Music
Committee Chair Adam Geringer-Dunn
'08 announced in a General
Announcement last Friday, tickets "are
selling like veritable hot-cakes!" So
who is this handsome devil whose face
you 've seen tacked up across campus?

And why is he coming to Colby?
For answers to these questions, I
turned to none other than the source
of this colossal event: Mr. GeringerDunn, himself.
"When thinking of a 'Big Show'
idea for this year, we tried to think of
something that would have broad
appeal, sell out and set Colby apart
from the other Maine Schools who typically have musical acts for their big
shows," Geringer-Dunn explained.
Set Colby apart from Bates and
Bowdoin? Damn straight! After selling 230,000 copies of his debut DVD,
"Harmful If Swallowed," Cook's second project, "Retaliation," launched
itself into the Number Four spot on
the Billboard 200. /
In addition to this, Cook has also been

¦

¦
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Buy your tickets and get ready to laugh; Dane Cook is com ing to the
Wadsworth gym on' Friday October 14.

rated by CampusActivitiesMagazine as
the 2005 Best Major Performer Winner
(thus, bearing out Dave Chappelle) and
has been featured in movies such as
'Torque,""Stuck on You,""The Touch,"
"Simon Sez" and "Mystery Men."
But not only does this 23-yearold prankster tell jokes, he has written , directed and produced two
short films of his own, entitled; "8
Guys" and "Spiral."
"Dane Cook is not just another
comedian," GeringerrDunn clarified,
"he was described recently by Rolling
Stone magazine as 'a good-looking,
overgrown frat boy who combines the
manic energy of Jirn Carrey, the observational riffs of Jerry Seinfeld and the
marketing savvy of Steve Jobs.'"
And if that description's not
enough to blow you away, Cook
growing resume of popular talk show
appearances will. Cook has been seen
on "Last Call with Carson: Daily,"
"Jimmy Kimmel Live," "The Tonight
Show with David Letterman" and
"The Tonight Show with Jay Leno."
As for predictions on that impending
Friday mgrrt, Geringer-Dunnesaid, "We
in the SPB officehave been flooded with
calls from Dane Cook fens all over New
England trying to get tickets, even from
people as far as Central Mass. I expect
to sell out and pack the 2,500 seat
Wadsworth gymnasium and have an
incrediblenight of utter hilarity and fun."
With one ticket already under my
belt, I can only wait to see what's to
come. So save your Waterville
House of Pizza money this week,
head over to the Dane Cook table and
buy yourself a ticket. Although you
can't dance to his jokes, I can't imagine that you'll be disappointed by this
funny-man's performance.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS
*'
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What better way to get to know the
overachieving, discourse-digesting
leaders of the school than to buy some
of Maine's finest microbrews and keep
a running log? This week's beer review
is a tribute to all of the politicians in the
land of red, white and blue- so we had
Student Government Association
President Donnie O'Callaghan '06,
Vice-President Romeo Raugei '06,
Parliamentarian Zach Russem '06,
Secretary Tom Testo '06, Treasurer
Justin DePre '06 and Webmaster/7th
level Dungeon Master Alex Gillis '06
try three of Maine 's finest politically
themed brews: Casco Bay Ri ptide Red,
Allagash White and Atlanti c Brewing
Co. Bar Harbor Bluebcny Ale.
Ingenious? You bet! And way more
brilliant than any idea farted out by Pat',
;
and Chris.
Of course, while we invited all of
the SGA Exec, board to try these tine
beers, Testo and Raugei , who are not
of age, respectfull y declined. They
were nice enough to sit in , thoug h,
and stare at us drinking the beer.
We decided to start out of order with
the Allagash White, to emulate the common state of the president council meetings. As O'Callaghan designed a new
soccer play, planned a cancer walk ,
wrote an e-mail to the GokJIhrb Student
Advisory Board and attempted to
increase the animal rights of the Maine
lobster, he took one si p of the Allagash
and rejoiced "ZI'STYI! —It makes me
reminiscent of my summers spent frolicking through a meadow, holding the
hand of my significant other."
Contrastingly, Russem was rendered
surprisingly speechless and for 2 seconds hell froze over. He concurred that

it tasted "lemony fresh."
The Allagash White turned the
penny pinching DePre into a compulsive home shopp ing network addict,
exclaiming, "I'd give all of SGA's budget to Allagash if it were a club, or a
money-grubbing crack whore." The
webmaster said it was better than
searching for naked pictu...um , managing the SGA website, Both Testo and
Raugei were duly impressed with the
reactions by the tasters. Overall, the
SGA executive board held favorable
opinions of the Belgian White ale.
Next up was the Bar Harbor

Blueberry Ale. Russem was quick to
comment on the dry and chalky taste,
but noted that he was delighted to be a
drinking beer better than Zima. Gillis
commented that it was "dryer than
Russem 's sex life," which is certainly
a low blow coming from a
Webmaster. The beer resurfaced some
of DcPre's childhood memories of

'
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Rishi Chatrafli '08

she cast him in
"The Pied Piper of
Hamlin" for a show
at the school. "I
Remember the bearded .professor played a mouse,"
from last year's Powder and Wig's e x c l a i m e d
production of "Oleanna"' by David Chatrath, but the
Mamet? If you missed it, shame on part encouraged
you—-you missed a truly compelling him nonetheless, 'i
play. Directed by Julie Miller '06, even vtent on to
with the two leads played by Rishi play a talkingchair
Chatrath '08 and Skylar Sutton '08, in next year's prothe piece went through some high- duction, and then
strung emotions and brought forth the butler in 'Beaut)
Rishi Chatrafli
some rather disturbing questions.
and the Beast'!"
A year later, Chatrath finds himWith a little encouragement from
self in another production, quite dif- his parents he kept himself involved
ferent from the first, but just as in theater all through junior school.
gripping if not more so. "Guerrero" "And then there vras this four year
by Alan Clark opens next week on period of dormancy when the roles
Sept. 30. This time, Chatrath plays just weren't coming, so I let it go for
the part of Guerrero, a Spanish cast- a while." But suddenly in his final
away in pre-conquest Mexico who year he landed two great roles; one
finds himself in an unusual situation in a George Bernard Shaw piece
when taken into a Mayan tribe. What titled "How he lied to her Husband"
is most interesting about the story- and a stint directing and acting in
line is that it is historically true, and "The Trips." "I won 'Best Actor' for
is co-directed ,by the author, Alan .'The Trip s' but we didn't win 'Best
Clark, and retired Colby Professor Play' because the piece was considRichard Sewell. This one's a must- ered 'immoral' and hence inapprosee for all the theater and history priate." Apparently, the play was
enthusiasts out there.
about a group of serial killers.
But back to Chatrath: what landChatrath then moved to The
ed him the role? An inside source Mahindra United Wolrd College of
confirmed that he was pre-cast in India where he picked up many
the role upon his audition. Perhaps opportunities to show off his talent
it happened in light of his excellent onstage. The play he vividly recalls
performance in "Oleanna."Or per- as "best experience ever" was "Six
haps it comes from the years of Characters in search of an Author"
theater experience that he revealed by Luigi Pirandello. He explains
in this interview.
that it was one of those bizarre
Chatrath got his first break from plays in which you really needed to
his junior school headmistress when get into your character to be able to

'
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Beer Review: SGA leaders ' beer tasting and debate
By STEVE LUKE & MATT
BIRCHBY

¦
" '

summers in Bar Harbor, and tears
welled ,up in his eyes as he choked
out, VThis is not a proper representation of Bar Harbor." The multitasking president vetoed the beer,
stating he's not a blueberry manbut he does understand, and is
compassionate, to those that are.
Testo and Raugei sniffed the beer,
and then dunked their chubby fingers in it. The overall consensus
displayed mixed reviews.
Finally, we were left to the
Riptide Red. Russem spoke, "If I
ever went on a date, I would buy her
this beer."Everybody laughed like a
bastard, since those odds are worse
than the Colby Baseball team winning a game. Gillis said that it tasted
"smooth, and finishes well—unlike
my skills with the ladies." Lastly,
O'Callaghan made the most bold ,
biased proclamation of the night by
saying it was "good." Overall, it
was determined that the Riptide
could cany the young hearts of beer
drinkers out to sea, but only if
Allagash White was unavailable.
In the end, as always, the executive board held a meaningless vote
on a trivial matter. After much
debate, dissent and concurrence,
Allagash White won in a landslide victory of 5-1, much larger than almost
every SGA election ever held at Colby.
As we left the senior apartment , we
wero glad to have met the diverse personalities behind the big, bad SGA.

Wmslow
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OANA EISENBERO/THE COLBY ECHO

deliver it well and that he worked
with a lot of really talented and funloving people to make the production a memorable one.
He also tried his hand at directing
with Arthur Miller's "The Crucible."
When asked if he preferred acting to
directing, he responded that he
prefers to be in the limelight. "It was
a good environment to try and direct
a play with a cast of the kind needed
for "The Crucible ', and so I gave it a
shot, and it worked!"
Come next week you'll see him at
work on "Guerrero." "It's a difficult
play in some senses because there
isn't much dialogue as there are
more monologues," he said. "It's
going to be quite challenging, both
for the actors as well as for the audience to follow closely..! don't want
to give away too much at this point."
They will have been in rehearsal
only twoweeks before the real thing,
but he remains steadfast in his enthusiasm and looks each experience
straight in the eye.

lessons om^
most of all, rebellion
ByAU^OKl^CliAiSla
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As the first German-language film
to compete in nearly II years, Hans
Weingartner's politically charged
film "The Edukators" raised many
eyebrows at the most recent Cannes
Film Festival. Now jjjaying in theatres, it is being recognized not only
by critics but also by audiences
around the world.
The film opens with a thrilling lesson taught by none other than "The
Edukators" themselves. Friends Jan
and Peter are seen wreaking havoc on
the homes of Germany's privileged
and elite as they construct towering
piles of furniture in foyers, put family
photos in the freezer and place
antique, porcelain soldier collections
in the toilet. After each lesson, the
rebels leave a small note with a cryptic message, "Your days of plenty are
numbered." Yet their intentions are
not to harm, only to scare. They are
idealists in the purest form, fighting a
battle for greater good and waging a
local war on a global problem.
Near the start of the film Jan is
forced to take a trip to Barcelona,
leaving his girlfriend , Jule , in the
care of his co-conspirator Peter. As
Peter and Jule 's friendshi p. develops, he learns that Jule is indebted
to a wealthy man , Hardenberg , for
over 94,000 Euro. But then , after
the sort of comical montage
German cinema is so known for, the
two also learn that they are falling
for each othci\
The young lovers are now both
battling their passions for each other

and for social justice. As the film progresses, Jule, the debtor, decides the
two should take their dual passions to
Hardenberg 's home to "edukate"
him. Then, after tearing through the
house in a style all their own, Peter
and Jule "edukate" each other in
Hardenberg 's pool, kissing and
drinking champagne. However, their
celebration is cut short by the appearance of a spotlight and they are
forced to abort both missions quickly.
Fleeing for a bit, the duo returns'to
the house just as Hardenberg arrives
home. The pair, with the help of Jan
who has recently returned from
Spain, kidnap him and take him
nowhere else but high into the dramatic mountains of Germany.
The tri o soon comes to learn that
Hardenberg is not the elitist pig they
had believed him to be. Ironicall y,
he used to be a rebel much like
themselves, who sought to change
the world through long hair, free
love and similar ideals.
The excitement of the film appears
to come to a halt as the trio and their
prisoner remain in the mountains but
where the action stops, something
else emerges: a story about love,
youth and idealism.
Although subtitled, the exchanges
between characters arc consistently
interesting as four very different individuals engage in myriad discussions. The screenplay, co-written by
Weingartncr and Katrina Held, offers
provocative insights to contemporary
idealism. It becomes evident that
"The Edukators" is not just another
politically fueled thriller, but a story
about life, love and , most of all , the
idealistic rebellion of our youths.
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Peter and Jule "edukate " each other in "The Edukators "
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The devil you know or Outing Club: fun for all, all of the tim
Continued From Page 10
However, for the adventurers, there team—will canoe across Flagstaff
letic, but we got in a few times with
the one you don't?
BY ERIN SHAPILEY,
are occasionally more technical "hard pond and hike the Bigelow range. In
good chances."
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZA.CH RUSSEM

It has been almost ll-months' since
the Boston Red Sox became World
Champions and I' ve just about lost
that lovin' feelin'. The thrill of victory is slipping away. Reality is setting
in and I don't know how to feel. As of
Tuesday there are 12 games left in the
season andJhe Red Sox are a half
game ahead of the Yankees in the
American League East standings. The
race is a virtual dead heat with the
teams tied in the loss column at 63.
My schizophrenia is growing worse.
Sometimes I am calm, confident
and collected. After all j we won the
World Series last year. We reversed
the curse...if there was a curse.
What' s more, we completed the
greatest comeback in baseball and
maybe sports history. And we did it
against the Yankees! I mean, what
have they: got on us ; anymore?
Nothing! We're in their heads. Bill
Mueller, who by the way does not
haveHthe hero status in Boston he
deserves, and his ground ball single
that scored Dave Roberts to even the
score in the ninth inning of Game 4
of the 2004 ALCS are in their heads.
David Ortiz's walk: offs are in their
heads. Schilling's mastery in Game 6
is in their heads. Damon's slam and
Embree celebration are in their
heads. They are reminded of it everyday when they see him putting on the
pinstripes in the clubhouse. It doesn't matter that they are tied with us
now, When it comes down to it we
have the upper hand. When the
Yanks come to the Fens for the final
series of the -season in October it will
truly be a playoff series where we
have the advantage.
But sometimes I feel afraid, very
afraid. Yeah, we won last year, but
that was an aberration. Forget the
curse, there is no curse, we're just
chokers. One victory in 86 years
doesn't change that. And if there is a
curse, maybe winning was a part of it.
You see, now that we've won it makes
losing painful in new and different
ways. Now we are resting easy that
given the opportunity, our boys will
pull through . Red Sox Nation is going
to be in a serious state of shock if we
miss the playoff this season. Being
shocked by a loss will he a new experience for Red Sox fans. To me it
doesn't matter if we won last year if
we come right back this year and
choke like the Sox of old. Last year's
victory will mean nothing. And I am
so afraid that this is going to happen.
But what will I feel when this happens? I know what it feels like to
expect to lose and then lose. But I
wonder what happens when you
expect to win and you lose? Yankee
fans did not seem too happy last
October and besides, I don 't want anything in common with them. I am
afraid of how I will react this October.
So I have made a decision to stick
with the devil I know rather than the
devil I don't. I wil l overcome my
schizophrenic tendencies and believe
in the curse, and continue to believe
that we are destined to choke and lose
at the hands of the damn Yankees. If
nothing else, this state of mind is
familiar. I feel confident that I can deal
with failure more easily when I expect
to lose, rather than when I expect to
win. This expectation will not dampen
my spirits. It never has. I will root vigorously, and hope passionately, though
I will not expect victory.
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Although the student body of Colby
is compromised of students from
incredibly diverse locales, ranging
from NYC to Latvia, we all have one
thing in common: we have chosen to
spend four years living and learning in
Maine. While here, why not take
advantage of some of the country's
best geography for sight-seeing, hiking, skiing, water-sports and pretty
much every outdoor activity that can
be performed in Maine with the help
of the Colby Outing Club?
With outdoor enthusiasts abounding on campus, it is no surprise that
the Outing Club, run by senior coPresidents Susannah Young and Todd
Dixon, is the largest club on campus,
compromising of more than 300 members. The COC (and as Young points
out, the acronym is supposed to be
spelled aloud as C-O-C and not said as
"cock"), "is a great place for beginners as most of the trips require no
previous experience," Young said.

core" trips. The club's trips occur with
great frequency, with one or twogoing
out each weekend. The COC also
hosts clinics for people who are interested in learning, improving or teaching their skills.
The COC also owns and maintains
its own cabin on Great Pond in nearby North Belgrade. "Members are
encouraged to visit the cabin and
take advantage of the still-water
canoeing and kayaking, go for a
swim or relax with a book, The
COC website (www.cblby.edu/coc)
says. AnotheT great resource the
COC provides is its gear rental program that rents out everything from
sleeping bags and tents to snowshoes
and telemark ski gear.
If you have missed the announcements jn the Digest or on COC's display board in Cotter, you might not
know that the COC has big plans for
this fall. The club is gearing up for its
first F lagstaff-Bigelow-^dventure
Race. In the race, six teams of four
participants—even one faculty-staff

addition to the race, the club will also
be leading it Katahdin trip soon. It has
become a COC tradition to hike the
mountain every fall and this year there
are 47 students participating. Also
available are "Fun Fridays"which the
Outing Club urges students to come to
the cabin on September 23rd and
September 30th to learn flat-water
safety training, how to kayak, canoe,
or just chill out.
For the annual Fall Break trip,
Dixon and Young are hoping for the
club to hike the Presidential Range or
Franconia Ridge in New Hampshire.
According to Dixon, this year the
COC is also instituting a Pilot Leader
Training program in an effort to,
"Raise the quality of leadership, the
quality of our trips, and to continue to
grow as a club." With a huge turnout
at the activities fair and a multitude of
great outings planned for this upcoming semester, Colby's Outing Club is
truly following its motto: "Always rising, never steeply."

Field hoekey takes loss to Polar
By DAN SGHUPACK

The first part of the second half
saw the Polar Bears continue to get
many good scoring chances.
The Mules field hockey team lost Bowdoin had several good opportuanother tough battle on Saturday to nities to get another goal off of one
the Bowdoin College Polar Bears, of their seven second half corners
3-1. Bowdoin opened the scoring but none were able to get through
about six minutes into the game the. Mules strong defense. Enos
when senior forward Christi made many big saves to keep the
Gannon took a loose ball in front Mules in the game, finishing the
and found senior Captain Burgess game with 12 saves; The Polar
LePage who shot it past the Colby Bears finally took advantage of
defense for a goal. The Polar Bears, their pressure on the Colby net and
who out shot the Mules 14 to 11, were able to add to their lead with
had many other scoring opportuni- eight minutes left in the game. The
ties in next few minutes Of the game goal, which came off of another
but weren't able to get the ball past loose ball in front of the Mules net,
was scored by forward Hillary
goalkeeper Jamie Enos '08.
Finally, the Polar Bears took Hoffman '08 off of a pass from
advantage of a corner ball halfway first-year Lindsay McNamara.
through the first half. Senior
Colby was able to get their
defender Allyson Craib put the ball offense working better in the second
in the back of the net on the comer half. The Mules had three second
ball with the assist from senior half comers and maiy other good
Margaret Gormley. The Mules were breaks at the net. The offense posable to put some pressure on the sessed the ball more and put eight
Bowdoin defense towards the end shots on the Polaj Bears' net.
of the first half, but the Bowdoin Finally, with about two minutes
defense and goalkeeper Kate remaining in the match, junior
Leonard kept the first half shutout Captain Kyla Wagman '07 took the
going. Leonard saved all three of ball in from the midline and went
through the Bowdoin defense to
Colby's first haif shots.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

score an unassisted goal. The goal
rallied the Mules offense, who battled for the last few minutes of the
game, but unfortunately it was too
late and the Polar Bears took the 3-1
victory. Bowdoin, who was ranked
17th in the latest national poll ,
improved their record to 4-0, while
the Mules fell to 0-2 on the season.
Despite the loss, the Mules feel
as though they are improving on
the field and are beginning to
come together as a team . "We
have improved so much from our
first game with Tufts and I really
feel like we are coming together,"
said
forward
Chelsea
Rosenheimer '09.
The Mules will be looking to
pick "up their first win of the season
on Thursday when they play , at
Husson College. They will also be
back at home this Saturday at 11
a.m. to host the Trirri^..College.
Bantams in another ;big New
England Small College Athletic
Conference match up. The Bantams
are currently 0-2 in the NESCAC,
with two close losses to Wesleyan
University and Amherst College.

With less then two minutes remainand Tom Milaschewski '09 cam e in ing, Bowdoin was awarded a free kick
and were excellent ," Serdjenian after a foul at the top of the box. Russo
said. Walther did
kicked a beautifully
return to the game;
arcing shot that
however, Mendoza
slipped inside the
suffered a broken
left post; there was
collarbone and will
little Kahane could
likely miss the
have
done.
remainder of the
Serdjenian disapseason.
p o i nt i n g l y
The game's secdescribed the goal
ond goal came with
as "an absolute seed
9:24 to go in regulainto the netting."
tion time on a spec^
The loss drops
tacular header by
Colby to 0-2 in
Will Kinder '08.
Mark Serdjenian NESCAC play.
Abendroth lofted the
The Mules will
Head Coach
ball into . the box
face
Trinity
where Kinder 's divCollege at home on
ing effort was able to tie the game. Saturday. The Bantams were also
Abendroth had one final opportunity winless in their first two conference
to win the game in regulation, yet his games. Last year 's contest was won
shot from inside the box sailed wide. by Colby 3-1 in the Mules only con"We passed well," Serdjenian said ference will. When asked about the
in response to the team's ability to upcoming Trinity game, Serdjenian
create opportunities despite the ball responded, "Need a NESCAC win!"
being dominated by Bowdoin. "Their
defense was well organized and ath-

Their defense
was well organized and athletic, but we got
in a few times
with good
chances.
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Maineliners pre pare for second year of Nati o nals
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

while two other members have
passed their Gold moves tests.
However, the general feeling seems
to be that synchronized skating is
very much a team sport, in which
"everyone can share the spotli ght,"
Parrish said.
Parrish describes synchronized
skating as "a group of 8-20 men and
women skate connected together by

shoulders or hands to creat e interesting formations such as circles, lines
and intersections. We perform these
movements while doing identical
footwork, he ad and arm motions ,and
facial expressions. We hig hli ght all
this with more difficult jumps and
spins 'done by selected skaters." The
Maineliners are the first competitive
team in Maine , although some mem-

bers are hel ping to start a synchronized skating program at Kennebec
Arena.
Desp ite the youth of the program ,
the Maineliners already have traveled
to the National Synchronized Team
Skating Championshi ps last February,
in Lowel l, Mass. The team performed
a James Bond themed ¦routine and
competed against 20 other collegiate

level groups, placing 10th ir» their
group. Parrish noted, "We weren't
expecting to do well our first year;
our goal was to enj oy our performance, which we definitely did! We
were also one of only two teams in
our flight who skated a clean performance without any falls, and we were
proud of that." The team is looking to
compete at three events this year.
Especially impressive is the
fact that the team is selfcoached and they create their
own choreography. The team
enjoys this aspect in that it is
"rewarding to know that we
accomplished and created
something completely on our
own," as Parrish put it. It also
means that all the members
can contribute their ideas and
routines can be modified for
different ability levels.
Member Dori Smith '08
described why she enjoys participating in figure skating so
much, "Skating is the ultimate
team sport combining superb
physical exercise, technical
skill , coordination and in a
competitive but supportive
atmosphere. There is something enchanting about participating in and watching figure
skating. It is an art form and a
sport," Parrish added, "'What I
love about skating is that it is a
sensation unlike anything else
—it feels so greut to hold an
edge and glide powerfully
across the ice. It combines the
adrenaline rush of athletics
with the glamour of theatre or
dance, and I think that's what
draws people to the sport."

One of Colby's newest clubs, the
Colby Figure Skating Club, has
already found huge success on campus and in national competition since
it was formed last year. The club
entertains a wide array of skating
interests and abilities , including individual and recreational figure skating, as well as
synchronized team skating.
Last year, 12 skaters partici pated in the team and
club, although more skaters
partici pated .sporadically.
The synchronized team ,
called the Maineliners , was
comprised often women and
two men. This season, the
team is alread y a hit , with 14
members and 20 members in
the club.
As club President and
Captain Sarah Parrish '08
said, "We have a range of
skill levels , from beginners
and recreational skaters to
seasoned skaters with national and international experience . This season , we are
working towards developing
a program where more experienced skaters help teach
some fun moves to Colby students who want to learn to
skate for fun."
The club does have some
very talented skaters. Parrish
has competed international ly
and was a member of Team
USA Synchronized skating.
Captain and Vice President
Holl y Andersen '08 has also
¦¦ "
¦
—
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participated on multiple syn- The Maineliners in their ending pos efrom their James Bond routine at last year !v national competition. The team will he competchronized skating teams, ing three limes this season, including another run at Nationals.

Golf competes in three tournaments in three days
By KATE VASCQNI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Three days, three tournaments: that
is what the golf team had to endure
this past weekend. After a less than
stellar performance at die Bowdoin
College Invitational at the Brunswick
Golf Course two weekends ago, the
team took to the road again in an effort
to prove themselves and to raise their
position in the rankings. Coach Jim
Tortorella said, "All our tournaments
were different this past weekend, in
the sense that there were a different
number of teams in each tournament
and that we played different golfers.
We were just trying to be competitive

and still have fun."
So, on September 16 the team travr
eled to the Natanis Golf Course, located outside of Augusta, for the Maine
State Meet. Led by strong performances of first-years John Wagner
and Greg Zartanrian, who both shot an
87 for the day, the Mules finished with
a score of 363. That total put them in
tenth place in a field of thirteen teams.
Other notable scores were put up by
Matt Wahl '07, who shot a 90, Captain
David Salmon '06, who shot a 82, and
Nick Spillane '08, who shot a 93.
The Mules packed up and headed to
the Bates College home course, in
Lewiston for the CBB tournament.
Golfers Jackie Page '07 and Matt
Aschaffenburg '06 went there with the

goal of defending their individual
titles from 2004. It was not meant to
be however, as Bates' golfers Jake
Cox and Katherine O'Connor, who
edged Paige out by a small margin,
gained the titles and led their team to
its second victory at the tournament in
three years. However, great performances by Eric Legere '07 (85);
Wagner (86), Spillane (88), Salmon
(89), and Wahl (90) gave the team
some sunshine on an otherwise overcast day, Bates finished the day with a
team score of 408, Bowdoin had 419,
and the Mules came in third with a
score of 438. Golf fan Pamela Colon
'09 commented, "It was really sad that
we didn 't beat Bates and Bowdoin,
but I know we're going to take the

Colby Classic Tournament."
\On Sunday, the golfers were on
their way to Farmington for the
University of Maine at Farmington
Invite at the scenic Belgrade Lakes
Golf Course, Spillane and Salmon
came up big again, both carding an 89
for the day. Wahl, Legere and Wagner
added a 91, 96, and 98 respectively. At
the end of the day, the team was in
sixth place out of eight teams and their
three tournaments were completed.
Tortorella concluded, "I know that
some of our players are uncomfortable with their level of play right now,
but I'm only seeing one or two bad
holes per golfer. I like the team's
competitive nature even through
some adversity."

Volleyball at the top of the ^ ^M
energy against Tufts v thanks to our
fans. All aspects of our game were in
sync, allowing us to run ai quicker
offense and catch Tufts off guard,"
Tri-Captain Caitlin Cleaver '06 said.
Cleaver tallied 12 kills, four blocks
and eight digs. Tri-Captain Megan
Devlin '06 had 14 digs and seven kills
and Tri-Captain Kaitlin Adams '06
added eight kills, while Julie Hike '07
had a career high seven blocks in the
match. First-year setter Jennifer
Lawrence continues to prove herself
as she dished out 29 assists and added
seven digs. Libero Kendall Kirby '07

was good for 12 digs and two aces on defense," Parent said.
After not winning a single match
the night.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Head Coach Candice Parent could that went to five games in the 2004
hot have been happier with the way season, Colby rallied to comeback
strong
her team played against Tufts, saying ^gainst Amherst defeating them 3-2
Volleyball continued their
that the team really utilized their (30-22, 24-30, 30-32, 30-22, 15-3) in
start to the season by walking away
with two New England Small College
biggest strength, experience^ to what was truly a team effort. "I was
Athletic Conference wins this weekexploit Tufts' lack thereof. "We went really proud of the way our team's
end as they defeated Tufts University
into this match knowing that Tufts is a confidence level was pretty consistent
and Amherst College. The team is
fairly young team and that they would throughout the match. There were a
make quite a few mistakes. This couple of times when Amherst would
now 7-0 overall, with four NESCAC
proved to be true offensively for them, make runs that we made 3-4 enors in
wins under their belt.
The weekend started Friday night
but what stands out in my mind is that a row but then we always rebounded
as they took Tufts in three games (30we passed the ball extremely well in and stayed confident in each other,"
serve receive and played great Parent commented.
21, 30-25, 30-25)! "We had so much
Kirby anchored the defense with 23
digs to go along with three aces>
Lawrence had a career high 53 assists,
two aces and 11 digs. Cleaver led the
offense with21 kills. Adams added 12
kills, while Hike tallied five blocks.
Devlin led the way defensively with
26 digs and added 12 kills offensively.
Mariah Daly '05 came through in the
clutch with two of her three blocks
coming in the fifth game against
Amherst's best outside hitter, taking
away_any chance Amherst had to
'' , .
regain momentum.
"It was a great weekend for our volleyball program and I was very excited at how everyone contributed in
various ways. "I think our defense is
light years ahead of where we Were
this time last year, and I know our
offense will continue to improve.
Obviously, we have tremendous
senior leadership but it is more than
leadership with this team; it is how
hard and how rwell they play together
and for each other," Parent said.
The Mules now rank at the top of
the NESCAC standings. Colby was at
Bowdoin College on Wednesday and
.
.
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Julie Hike '07 and Megan Devlin '0.6 go up f o r a block while Mariah Daly '06 sprints behind them in the Mules '
will participate in the MIT Invitational
win against Tufts. Af ter defeating Tufts , the women hdd a harder time against Amherst, but still came out on top.
Friday and Saturday.
By LAURA WILLIAMSON

Women s rugby goes 2-1 at UMass
tournament; men 's match cancelled
0-15. Team Captains Nani Philli ps '06
and Lauren Erickson '06 explained
the loss. "While Southern was a strong
team, we definitely didn 't play to our
Even th ough the men 's rugby team full capabilities and had some probhad somewhat of a disappointing week- lems working together as a team."
end after the cancellation of their
But these problems proved to be
Saturday match against Bates College, only temporary. Their next game,
the women 's rugby
which was also on
team made up for it
Saturday,
was
with some major sucagainst Keene State
cesses at the tournaCollege. According
ment they attended,
to Phillips and
The cancellation of
Erickson , "one try
the men 's match,
was scored by
which
occurred
senior
Brittany
because the ambuI Iambi in and two
lance that is required
tries were scored by
to be on site for rugby
senior Sarah Belden,
matches did not show
Sophomore Jamie
up, was especiall y
Pierce's strong kickunfortunate because
ing skills in fly-half
tJiey felt that they
made a strong conwould easily be able
tribution as well."
to beat Uates,.
This • game ended
On the other hand ,
with the exact opponot only did thp
site score of the earwomen's team get to
lier one, Colby
play this past weekwinning 15-0.
end, but they played
Nanl Phillips '06 Philli ps
and
¦well. They played
Captain
Erickson attributed
three games ut a
this to the fact that
tournament held at
the team was "workthe University of Massachusetts at ing together, supporting each other and
Amherst.
play ing witli a lot more intensity."
They got off to a rooky start on
On Sunday they hud a match
Saturday with a difficult game against agninst Drown University. This match
the very skilled Southern Connecticut was far more even then their previous
Suite University. They lost the game two. Erickson and Phillips said that
By WALTERCAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

This game in
particular
showed how
much heart,
strength and
determination
this team has,
attributes which
will be very
valuable to us
throughout
the... season.

"Brown scored a try and made a conversion early in the game," which
made the score 0-7 in favor of Brown.
But Colby continued to fight for the
remainder of the first half and the second half. "Toward the end of the second half , Kendra King '06
successfully kicked for points," giving Colby three points. "Then with
only a few minutes to go, King scored
a try, making the score 8-7 and securing the win for Colby." This game,
which was clearly more challenging
than their last game, illustrated the
importance of their team unity. "This
game in particular showed how much

heart, strength and determination this
team has, attributes which will be
very valuable to us throughout the
upcoming season," Philli ps and
Erickson expressed.
This upcoming Saturday, the
women's team has . a game against
Bates. The women's team will play at
Bates this Saturday at 1 p.m. The following weekend, on Oct. 2, they have
a match against the University of
New Hampshire.
Their first home match is on the
Oct. 15, against the University of
Maine at Farmington at 1 p.m.
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Men's soccer goalie Kahane has big shoes to-fill this season ailer taking
the place of former goalie . and New England Small College Athletic
Conference second team selection Brian Davidson '05. However, Kahane
has already/been performing outstandingly in goal . He is cunently tied for
second place iii the NESCAC for saves per game, with an average of 5.33.
KaJiane, along with his fellow defenders, had a terrific showing . against
Bowdoin College on September 17, a match which the Mules ultimately lost
in double overtime, 2-1. Kahane had eight saves in that match..

Women s soccer rallies
but can 't beat BowdGin
By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFF WRITER ' .¦ ;
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The Colby* women 's soccer team
split the week with their 3-1 victory
over the University of Maine at
Farmington on Wednesday and a
tough 3-2 loss to rival Bowdoin
College this past Saturday. The team
traveled to CfVLF and trounced trie
Beavers in a showdown that displayed
the Mules' finesse and determined
attitude as they ultimately captured a
"come-ftom-hehind" win.
Initially, UMF surprised the Mules
with their skill, a vast improvement
from the last time the two opponents
squared off. However, Colby was the
more athletic and practiced of the two
competitors as they demonstrated
their composure by adapting to
UMF's style of a "kick-and-run type
game." Co-Captain Kaitlin Herlihy
'06 explained , "They were a physical
team. We had a hard time controlling
the ball due to the fact that they would
just boot the ball up the field and then
app ly pressure. It was hard to settle
the game down."
Colby dominated the game in the
skills department, but found it hard to
set up their systems within UMF's
box, The Beaver 's defense relied
heavily on crowding the box and in
receiving the ball they would immediately kick it up the field and then run
after it. In addition , "UMF used an
offside trap," Co-Captain Kara
McCabe '06 described , "which shrunk
the field considerably, so our possession game wasn't effective."
However, despite Colby 's weaknesses, which included their "first
touch, which wasn't as controlled as it
usually is," according to Herlih y, and
the necessary adjustment to the hard
and fast field , which caused the ball to
bounce in the air and made it harder to
control , the Mules prevailed. UMF
was awarded a penalty kick after a
debatable hand-ball call and managed
to score with 18:46 left in the first
half. Spurred by the antagonism ,
Laura Williamson '07 responded 54
seconds later ty ing the game at I-I.
With 2:2*) left in the game,
Williamson scored her second goal ,
contributing to her 63 career points ,
which bumped her up to third place on

Colby 's all-time scoring list. Similar
to Williamson's goal, Libba Cox '07
beat out a Beaver defender with 48
second left in the competition and
slotted the ball past the goalie to
ensure Colby 's 3-1 triumph.
Three days later, underneath a foreboding sky, the Mules matched up
against Bowdoin's Polar Bears, a team
who has emerged victorious in all 27
c^ntests^n=wBich^he^Ma^rre^vats
have met. Bowdoin utilized a formation that Colby had not expected; thus
they bdth surprised the Mules and
caused Colby to adjust to the Polar
Bear 's game. "Most of the game was
evenl y, matched. However, they
played an extra forward, so, consequently, we had to play a more conservative defense. We played with a
fourth defender, thus sacrificing our
numbers-advantage in the midfield,"
McCabe reported.
At halftime, the scoreboard read 01 in favor of the Polar Bears; A minute
into the second half Bowdoin garnered an additional goal and thirteen
minutes later Colby was down 0-3.
Herlihy recounted, "We lost our composure and had a lapse in the beginning of the second half when they
scored two quick goals."
After the third goal was scored, the
Mules altered their formation, abandoning the more defensive 4-2-2 in
favor of a more offensive 4-3-3. With
this alteration in strategy came a
change in the nature of the team as a
whole. 25 minutes into the second
half, Colby rallied when Williamson
scored , destroying any chance
Bowdoin had at a shutout, The Mules
drasticall y impeded Bowdoin 's lead
when McCabe scored Colby 's second
goal of the game. After that , the Mules
appeared to be unstoppable, relentlessly driving at Bowdoin's net, pushing their goalie to her limits, and
refusing to allow .the Polar Bears
access to the Mule 's end of the field.
McCabe speculated , "I have no doubt
that if we had played the whole second half as confidently and aggressively as we did those last 25 minutes
we would have come out on top."
The Mules have a full schedule at
home this week facing the University
of Southern Maine at 3:30 on Tuesday
und Trinity College at 11:00 on
Saturday.
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Wash & Fold Service

Drycleaning service through Butler's
Cleaners la available
Open: M I 9:00am-7:O0pm
Sat.-Sun. 8:00am-7:00pm
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31st Echo Biehnial

A 4-pronged1 art exhibition open to all,
judged by an algorithm2,
Land
coming this spring.
?****
^ objects
Prong 2: Surrealist
' gjB^F^ ' "

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 22
• Field Hockey
@ Husson
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
• Women's Tennis
@ ITARegionals
• Volleyball

@MIT

i SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 24
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• Women's Tennis
@ ITA Regionals
• Crow Country
@ Bowdoin
• Field Hockey
vs. Trinity
11a.m.
• Women's Soccer
vs. Trinity
•11a.m.
• Golf
vs. Sidd Fair Invitational
12 p.m.
• Football
vs. Williams
1 p.m.
' Men's Soccer
vs. Trinity
1:30 p.m.
• Volleyball
@"lviIT

I
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By JEFFREYALDEN
STAFF WHITER

The Colby men's soccer team
played two contests last week, first
defeating Husson College of
Bangor on Wednesday, followed by
an overtime loss to Bowdoin
College on Saturday.
The non-conference win on
Wednesday was a technically sound,
fast-paced game that ended with a
score of 5-2. Captain Bobby
Abendroth '06 scored two goals to
lead the team.
First-year Logan King, assisted by
James Pilgrim '07, was the first to
draw blood, ten minutes into the
game. The next ten minutes would see
goals by Dan Kierhan 07 and
Abendroth. Withjust one minute to go
in the half the Mules made it 4 -0 with
a goal by John McCormack '07,
assisted by King. "We played a clinical first half against Husson in taking
a 4-0 lead," Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian said.
The Mules continued the offensive
against Husson at the beginning of the
second half. Four minutes in,
Abendroth scored his second goal,
assisted by King. The starters saw
limited action in the last 40 minutes of
the game. The Eagles were able to get
two goals back, the first by Kyle
James '07 followed by a goal by Chris

Cacela '06.
The Mules took on New England
Small College Athletic Conference
rivals Bowdoin in the week's second
game. In the tight match, the Polar
Bears unfortunately Won. in overtime,
2-1. With less than two minutes
remaining in . the second overtime
period, senior Andrew Russo scored
the game winner on a free kick. The
Bowdoin win gave the Polar Bears the
outright CBB championship.
Serdjenian commented, "The
Bowdoin game was a great collegiate
athletic contest; great crowd, tremendous sprit." Serdjenian was enthused
by the support for his club.
Bowdoin's Wolf Grueber
| '08
scored the game's first goal in the
15th minute. Grueber one-timed the
ball from a free kick by Anthony
|
Regis '07,
Much of regulation was controlled by the Polar Bear offense.
Bowdoin managed 24 shots; however, Josh Kahane '07 was spectacular in goal, recording eight saves.
"Kahane has a superb game in net,
all the backs played solidly,"
Serdjenian said. The Bowdoin
opportunities seemed endless, yet
the Colby defenses came up big
every time. "When lamie ~Watters
'08 and Luis Mendoza '08 went out
due to injury, Adrian Walther '06

ILL ____

'• Proiiffr otherwi.se known as a category of
competition within a biennial such as this one.

Mens soccer falls to Bowdoin in lafe
finish; days fate

this week
in sports
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Prong 3: Ready-mades •
Prong 4: Design your own
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Continued on PageS

Women's cross country wins first meet
Conference teams. Tri-Captain Dan
Vassallo '07, who posted a team-best
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
26:19 and finished despite losing a
shoe in the first mile of the race, pointed out that the most significant contriColby 's cross country teams
butions came from the team's most
opened their season last Saturday with
recent additions. "The most promising
strong starts at the University of
thing that came out of Saturday's meet
Massachusetts
at
Dartmouth
was the way our JV guys ran," A shufInvitational.
fle in the front seven has
In their first competition
forced some of the team to
since a fifth place finish at
step up their performance.
the NCAA championship
Bob Glotfelty '08 finished
meet last year, the women's
team set the tone for another
with a time of 28.Q7, a 3:30
improvement from his perdominant season with a first
formance in last year's complace overall finish. "We
will be a major contender
petition. "It's quite an
this year," said Tri-Captain
accomplishment
[for
Jess Minty '06, who finished
Glotfelty] to go from slowest
first out of a field of 264 in
guy on the team to a varsity
the five-kilometer race. "It
spot in only 13 months."
was a fantastic opening race
Sophomore John Swain
for us."
performed well in his first
Karen Prisby '07 finished
race for Colby, finishing secthird overall with a personalond amongst Colby runners.
best time of 18:39. TriSolid races by Tri-Captain
Captain Liz Turner '06,
Jeff AIden '07, Tri-Captain
Anna King '08 and Devan
Fred Bailey '07 and Michael
Fitzpatrick '09, finished
"Smokey" Collins '08
12th, 13th and 14th, respechelped the men's team finish
tivel y.
in the top ten. Jim Hurder
"We all ran together as one
'09, competing in his first
unit and we intimidated the
intercollegiate race, ran an
other teams around us,"
outstanding 5K and crossed
Minty stated. "I am confident
the finish line at 27:12, fifth
that we will be a major conamong Colby runners.
tender this year in every race
Both teams will partici^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ MWW CS^ESTSSTCMRTOS? pate in next week's
we enter."
,, d^tif
'
Minty 's optimism was Jess Minty '06 leads the pa ck with a\ imile.
meet at Bowdoin College.
ccuucu uy IICI icuiiiiiatucB.
The men's team is particular"Our team is strong and happy, and we are looking primed to make another ly looking forward to the race. Former
have a good outlook for the season," trip to the NCAA nationals this Colby standout Nat Brown '04 is now
Turner said. "We have strength in November at Ohio Wesleyan working as an assistant with Bowdoin
numbers and a very close time differ- University.
cross country. "There's a rivalry now,"
ence throughout the team."
The men's team finished ninth out Vassallo noted. "If all of our guys
Although the women dominated the of 33 teams, fourth among New show up on Saturday, then I think
standings at Dartmouth last weekend, England Small College Athletic we're going to beat them,"
Turner isn't overly presumptuous. "At
this,point it will be too soon to tell
who will make it to nationals, or win
NESCACs, but ... Williams and
Middlebury went one and two at
NCAAs last year, and Tufts and
Amherst also look very strong."
Although nobody is making guarantees at this point, the Colby women

By TODD LOHSEN
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Stopping

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY,NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OR
COUPON.CUSTOMER PAYS ALL SALES TAX. DELIVERY CHARGE MAY APPLY,
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00.

